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Abstract 
Extending the reach of high-angle and extended-reach wells through slide drilling 
operations are hindered by high downhole friction (static and dynamic), which emanates to 
inefficiencies, such as poor weight transfer from surface to bit, limited rate of penetration (ROP), 
high mechanical specific energy, bit-wear, and erratic toolface control. Experimental and field 
studies have demonstrated that downhole vibrations induced by axial oscillation tools (AOTs) in 
the drillstring is one of the most efficient methods for friction reduction and improving axial 
force transfer while slide drilling with mud motors in high-angle and extended-reach wells.   
Modeling the dynamic response (axial displacement and accelerations) of axial 
oscillation-supported drillstrings is of high importance and required to predict the performance 
and functionality of AOTs under the surface and downhole conditions. Even though, reliable 
predictions are needed during the performance evaluation of AOTs, an accurate drillstring 
dynamic model that is capable of predicting the dynamic response of axial oscillation-supported 
drillstrings is currently lacking. Hence, this study is aimed to perform mathematical analysis of 
axial oscillation-supported drillstrings to provide an accurate prediction of the dynamic response 
of these systems under the surface and downhole conditions.  
This study includes experimental studies on axial oscillation tools and mathematical 
modeling of the dynamic response of axial oscillation-supported drillstrings operating at the 
surface and downhole conditions. To perform experimental studies, a flow loop has been 
developed to assess the dynamic response of the axial oscillation tool at the surface. During the 
test, the pressure drop across the tool and axial displacements of the tool were measured while 
varying flow rate and spring rate within the tool.  
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The axial oscillation-supported drillstring is modeled as an elastic continuous system 
subjected to viscous damping, Coulomb friction, and displacement (or support) excitation using 
the dynamic equilibrium approach.  The introduction of the spring rate as an experimental 
variable in the test and the mathematical modeling approach used are unique to this study. The 
model developed in this investigation can predict natural frequencies, axial displacements, and 
acceleration of axial oscillation-supported drillstrings.  The model is validated with experimental 
results and published measurements obtained from experiments conducted using field-scale 
drillstring models.  Results show reasonable agreement (maximum discrepancy of approximately 
14.5%) between model predictions and measurements at different excitation frequencies and 
pressure drops.  In addition, results emphasize that flow rate is the most critical parameter in the 
operations of axial oscillation tools because it affects the magnitude of pressure drop, operating 
frequency of the tool and vibrating force. Furthermore, incorporating the spring rate in the model 
formulation improves the accuracy of the model. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1. Overview 
Drillstring rotation is the most efficient method of reducing axial friction along the 
drillstring and highly beneficial for weight transfer and extending the reach of horizontal wells 
(Figure 1.1).  However, in low-cost drilling markets, mud motors are chosen as the economic 
alternative over rotary steerable systems (RSS) in driving the bit. When slide drilling with mud 
motors, frictional forces significantly oppose drillstring motion, leading to poor weight transfer 
to the drill bit. Frictional forces are generated from forced contact between the borehole and 
drillstring. The forced contacts are prompted by buckling of drillstring (sinusoidal and helical), 
gravity acting on the pipe in the lateral section of deviated wellbores, or hydraulic loading 
against the drillstring and wellbore.  
 
Figure 1. 1: Inefficiencies caused by high friction in extended reach wells 
   
  
 
 
High Frictional Force
•Gravity
•Hydraulic Loading
•Buckling (in the lateral section)
Axial Oscillation Tool (AOT)
•Breaks Static Friction
Inefficiencies
•Poor Weight Transfer
•Unstable Toolface Control
•High Stick Slip & MSE
•Low ROP
•Increased Drilling Cost
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Friction reduction along drillstrings in high-angle and extended-reach wells suppresses 
drilling dynamic dysfunctions such as torque and drag, buckling, whirling, buckling and stick-
slip, consequently leading to improvement of drilling efficiency and reduction of nonproductive 
time (NPT). Industrial methods of friction reduction used to extend the reach of a well or 
improve weight transfer include: drillstring rotation, hole cleaning, addition of lubricants to 
drilling fluid systems, non-rotating drillpipe protectors (NRDPPs) and application of downhole 
vibrating tools which dynamically excite the drillstring and reduces friction (Samuel, 2010; 
Newman et al., 2009).  
Downhole vibrating tools have increasingly become a viable means of extending the 
reach of high-angle and extended-reach wells, improve the transfer of WOB and increase ROP 
(Newman et al., 2009).  Lateral vibrating tools, flow interrupting tools and axial oscillation tools 
are types of downhole vibrating tools used for friction reduction.  Flow interrupting tools or fluid 
hammer vibrating tools employs the change in flow resistance within the tool to induce 
oscillations due to pressure changes above the tool.  Lateral vibrating tools utilize eccentric 
rotating masses set into motion by mud flow which generates oscillations in the lateral direction, 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the tool (Gee et al, 2013).  Axial oscillation tools utilize 
the flow of mud to generate pressure pulses which are converted into axial oscillating motion.  
The application of downhole vibrating tools in friction reduction, specifically the axial 
oscillation tools have turned out to be one of the most efficient methods of improving weight 
transfer to the bit, increasing rate of penetration (ROP) and extending reach of the well (Newman 
et al., 2009; Barakat, 2007; McCarthy et al., 2009; Schultz, 2013; Gee et al., 2015). The axial 
oscillation tools reduce the frictional forces by providing axial oscillations, providing an 
increased friction reduction benefit than lateral vibration tools.  The friction reduction benefit 
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provided by lateral vibrations tools is significantly localized when compared to axial oscillation 
tools.  In addition, axial motions travel a greater distance uphole and downhole along the 
drillstring. 
Axial oscillation-supported drillstrings consists of one or more axial oscillation tools in 
the assembly, and are in operation when circulating drilling fluid through the drillstring.  Axial 
oscillation tools are also used in jarring stuck pipes and fishing operations (Voghell et al., 2013, 
NOV, 2016).  In addition, axial oscillation tools have become common in coiled tubing drilling 
and intervention for milling bridge plugs and packers in completion applications (Robertson et 
al., 2004).  The significant reduction in friction along the coil allows milling and conveyance of 
logging tools and perforating guns in extended reach applications.  In fishing applications, the 
axial oscillation tool proves to be effective in assisting the retrieval of stuck BHAs, packers, sand 
screens and several downhole components, specifically when differentially or sand stuck (NOV, 
2016). 
The working mechanism of axial oscillation tools is based on using pressure fluctuations 
as the source of excitation, which generates axial oscillations as the response (Newman et al., 
2009; Gee et al., 2015). The axial oscillation tool comprises of three (3) main sections: power, 
valve (or orifice) and oscillation sections. The power section is a positive displacement motor 
(PDM) powered by drilling fluid (or mud), creating an eccentric motion of the rotor. The rotor 
eccentric motion is transferred to the valve section located at the bottom of the power section. As 
the rotor moves eccentrically, the center of the flow exiting the power section also moves. 
Mudflow leaving the power section is directed towards the valve section, which contains orifices 
or valve plates. The varying position of the flow with respect to the inner output orifice creates 
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pressure pulses or pressure fluctuations. These pressure pulses are used as excitations of the 
pressure responsive device, such as a shock-sub or oscillation section.   
The effectiveness of axial oscillation-supported drillstring can be measured using several 
key performance indicators, such as improvement in the rate of penetration (ROP), reduction in 
mechanical specific energy (MSE), stick-slip reduction, percent of weight transfer, percent of 
friction reduction, toolface control. Optimization of axial oscillation tools is key to the excellent 
performance of axial oscillation-supported drillstrings. The performance and efficiency of axial 
oscillation-supported drillstrings are affected by operating parameters and setup of axial 
oscillation tools, drilling parameters, friction, borehole geometry, drillstring characteristics.  
Some of the important operating parameters of AOTs that needs to be optimized are flow rate, 
operating frequency, the density of drilling fluid, valve/orifice sizing, pressure drop, spring rate 
or spring constant, pump open area (POA).  Johnson (2016) provided recommendations for 
optimization of axial oscillation-supported drilling systems. 
1.2 Statement of the Problem 
Currently, manufacturers of axial oscillation tools (AOTs) and drilling engineers lack an 
accurate drillstring dynamic model that is capable of predicting axial displacement and 
acceleration of axial oscillation-supported drillstrings.  Reliable predictions are needed during 
the performance evaluation of AOT at the surface and AOT-supported drillstring downhole.  The 
evaluation is performed varying magnitude of pressure pulses, the frequency of pressure pulse 
(flow rate), elastic properties, AOT spring rate and damping mechanisms (viscous and 
Coulomb’s damping).  The dynamic model developed in this study is used to simulate the 
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response of the axial oscillation tool (AOT) during experimental testing on the surface and 
downhole response of the entire axial oscillation-supported drillstring.  
1.3 Objectives and Scope of the Study 
The dynamic analysis of axial oscillation-supported drillstrings provides a quantitative 
and qualitative prediction of the dynamic response (axial displacement and accelerations) of 
these systems under the surface and downhole conditions.  Hence, the dynamic model can be 
used by manufacturers and operators for functional testing of axial oscillation tools at the surface 
and for performance evaluation while operating downhole.  Specifically, the objectives of this 
study are: 
 To develop a practical mathematical model for predicting the dynamic response of axial 
oscillation-supported drillstrings operating at surface and downhole conditions 
 To verify the functionality of developed model and validate its predictions with available 
experimental and field measurements 
 To use the new model for parametric study and placement analysis of axial oscillation tools 
within axial oscillation-supported drillstrings 
1.4 Research Methodology 
The experimental testing of axial an oscillation tool required the designed and 
development of an experimental flow loop to measure pressure variations and axial 
displacements at the axial oscillation tool (AOT) while changing flow rates and spring rates 
within the tool.  The experimental study was carried out to validate the mathematical model 
developed in this study.  In addition, experimental testing helps to establish the feasibility and 
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performance of using an axial oscillation tool for downhole applications.  The drillstring is 
modeled as an elastic continuous system of the concentric cylindrical bar that can deform axially 
along the longitudinal axis.  The equation of motion of a continuous cylindrical bar subjected to 
displacement excitation in a viscous medium with Coulomb friction is derived using the dynamic 
equilibrium approach.  The resulting nonlinear equation of motion is linearized using the concept 
of equivalent viscous damping and an analytical solution is obtained using the Eigenfunction 
superposition method.  The model is used to predict natural frequencies, axial displacements, and 
acceleration of the system.  The results from the model predictions are validated with the data 
obtained by surface testing of an axial oscillation tool (AOT) and other published experimental 
measurements. 
1.5 Organization of the Study 
Chapter 2 covers literature review on fundamental concepts of downhole vibrating tools, 
design and working mechanisms of axial oscillation tools, factors affecting the performance of 
axial oscillation-supported drillstrings, methods used to evaluate the effectiveness of axial 
oscillation-supported drilling systems, experimental measurements and modeling of axial 
oscillation-supported drillstrings.  The experimental study of an axial oscillation tool is presented 
in Chapter 3.  Chapter 4 focuses on the mathematical modeling of axial oscillation-supported 
drillstrings.  Chapter 5 presents numerical calculation procedures applied to obtain the solutions 
of the response equations and discussion of results.  Chapter 6 covers conclusions and 
recommendations.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1. Downhole Vibrating Tools 
An invention patent (Roper and Dellinger 1983) was put forward, with the proposed 
objective: "A deviated borehole is drilled with a rotary drilling technique in which the drill string 
is vibrated at a suitable frequency and amplitude to reduce the friction of the drillstring against 
the lower side of the borehole and to promote the free movement of the drillstring therein".  The 
patent proposes the use of hydraulically driven vibrating tool attached to the drillstring powered 
by circulating drilling mud. The use of downhole vibrating tools has become an accepted method 
of dynamically exciting the drillstring to increase weight transfer and extend the reach of jointed 
pipes and coiled tubing in high-angle and extended-reach wells (Newman et al, 2009).  
Experimental testing shows that energy created by dynamic oscillations significantly reduces the 
amount of friction. Several types of downhole vibration tools have been introduced to the 
industry ranging from lateral vibration tools, fluid hammer vibrating tools, and axial oscillation 
tools.  
With the introduction of downhole vibrating tools, the static friction encountered while 
drilling can be greatly reduced by effectively converting it to a kinetic form of friction, which 
improves drilling efficiency (Skyles et al., 2012).  Static frictional forces are significantly higher 
than kinetic friction and limits axial load transferred to the bit from surface and toolface control. 
Lateral vibration tools (LVTs) depends on the fluid flow to create linear or rotational 
motion of mass components inside the tool to generate inertial vibrations. Typically, LVTs use a 
rotor and stator in a positive displacement motor (PDM) to drive an eccentric mass (Thorpen and 
Sanders, 2015).  Hence, they employ hydraulic and/or mechanical mechanisms to create 
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oscillations in the lateral direction (i.e. perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the tool) and 
generate motion between the tool and the wall of the borehole.  The action of LVTs reduces 
downhole friction.  An advantage of an LVT is that they do not create axial up-and-down 
hammering motion or cause signal interference with Measurement While Drilling (MWD) 
equipment (Thorpen and Sanders, 2015).  The limitation of LVTs is that their friction reducing 
effect is localized within the drillstring near the location of the tool since lateral vibrations do not 
push the drillstring back and forth along its length (Gee et al., 2015).  Propagation of oscillations 
along the drillstring significantly alters measured pressure pulse signals at the surface or 
standpipe (Lear and Dareing, 1990).  High-frequency AOT oscillations significantly interfere 
with low-amplitude pressure pulse or axial vibrations (Lear and Dareing, 1990).   
Fluid hammer vibrating tools (also called flow interrupting tools, Figure 2.1) have been 
significantly used in drilling and coiled tubing operations.  Recently, these tools have been 
utilized in casing operations (McIntosh et al., 2016).  This type of tool utilizes a cyclic flow 
resistance, acting as a valve without having moving parts.  The hydraulic (alternating) valve 
functions are created by employing fluidic elements connected together to produce a self-
generated oscillating pressure change above the tool, which is often known as the fluid hammer 
effect (Schultz, 2015).  As a column of fluid flows through the drillstring, the periodic restriction 
of flow in an alternating valve creates a water hammer effect or pressure surge (Schultz, 2015).  
One of the drawbacks of fluid hammer vibrating tools is the high energy vibrations induced into 
the drillstring which can be detrimental to the drilling system. 
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Figure 2. 1: Operating principle of fluid hammer vibrating tools (McIntosh et al., 2016) 
Axial oscillation tool (AOT) utilizes a rotor/stator pair attached to a valve element to 
momentarily disrupt flow to create and release backpressure above the tool.  The power section 
of the AOT consists of a rotor-stator configuration similar to a mud motor but instead of driving 
a bit box, the power section drives an oscillating valve in the tool (Figure 2.2). The axial 
oscillation generated by the AOT system oscillates the bottomhole assembly (BHA) in a gentle 
axial motion with low amplitude and frequency, reducing friction and improving weight transfer.  
Due to the action of the AOT, continuous weight is transferred without damage to the bit or any 
of the downhole tools (e.g. MWD, LWD or mud motor).   
 
Figure 2. 2: Flow process in the axial oscillation tool (NOV, 2016) 
Fishing through downhole vibrating tools can be difficult and almost impossible due to 
flow restriction of valves and stator-rotor configuration. Since downhole vibrating tools rarely 
have through-bore access for running fishing or retrieval tools, a safety joint is run below 
downhole vibrating tools.  Safety joint is a two-piece sub containing a coarse thread between two 
sub-components, enabling back-off in case through-bore access is required. The safety joint is 
Pulse connected to 
axial motion
Pulse act on pump 
open seal area
Pulse act on pump 
generated at 
operating  frequency
Pressure drop
Oscillation section 
(Shock-Sub) Power + Valve section
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positioned below the AOT, allowing it to be tripped out of the hole for access to the rest of the 
lower drillstring components (Gee et al., 2015). 
2.2. Working Mechanisms of Axial Oscillation Tools  
The concept behind the design of axial oscillation tool (AOT) is to use a fluid actuated 
positive displacement motor (PDM) and an associated valve assembly to provide pressure pulses 
to a shock-sub or oscillation section (Eddison and Hardie, 2001). The shock-sub or oscillation 
section extends or retracts in response to the oscillating drilling fluid pressure pulses created by 
varying the flow area. The extension or retraction of the oscillation section (shock-sub) creates 
the axial oscillation effect along the drillstring. The widely used AOT design (NOV Agitator 
System
TM
) will be used as the base design layout in this current study.  The commonly used axial 
oscillation tool (Figure 2.3) consists of three main sections: power section, valve section, and 
shock tool or oscillation section.  The power section is the same as the one used in a positive 
displacement motor (PDM), operating at a certain range of revolutions per minutes (RPMs) for 
different flow rates.  Different rotor and stator configurations (e.g., changing the number of lobes 
on the rotor) can be used to provide variations in speed and torque of the power section.  
Increasing the number of lobes on the stator/rotor configuration reduces the power section RPM 
while increasing the torque generated.  The relationship between stator/rotor lobe configuration, 
RPM and torque are shown in Figure 2.4.  As mud flows across the power section, the rotor is 
driven by the fluid between the sealed cavities of stator and rotor (Baez and Alali, 2011). 
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Figure 2. 3: Design layout of an axial oscillation tool 
 
Figure 2. 4: Relationship between stator/rotor lobe configuration, RPM and torque 
The valve section consists of an oscillating valve (or eccentric orifice) and a stationary 
plate (or concentric orifice) shown in Figure 2.5. The oscillating valve is coupled to the rotor 
and the stationary plate is attached in a fixed position to the bottom sub. As the rotor rotates 
within the stator, the oscillating valve moves in a close to linear motion called nutation, creating 
repeated or periodic restrictions in the flow path. The flow area between the stationary plate and 
the oscillating valve generates cyclic change in back pressure. The total flow area (TFA) 
alternates from minimum to maximum, creating pressure pulses inside the drillstring (Baez and 
Alali, 2011; Al Ali et al., 2011). This makes the valve section the heart of the axial oscillation 
tool (AOT). 
Valve/Orifice 
Assembly
Rotor
Mandrel Springs
Pump Open Area 
(POA)
Piston
Axial Oscillations Flow Direction
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Figure 2. 5: Valve assembly of an AOT (Baez and Alali, 2011) 
The pressure pulse inside the tool is high at minimum TFA, while it is low at maximum 
TFA.  Figure 2.6 shows the relative positions of the valve plates during operation.  Due to the 
rotor-stator lobes configuration, the pressure pulses generated within the power and valve 
sections have frequencies in the range of 9 to 20 Hz, depending on the flow rate and the size of 
the tool.  The pressure pulses are transmitted from the valve section through the viscous fluid 
inside the string to the shock tool or oscillation section. The pressure pulses exert a hydraulic 
force on the pump open area (POA) of the oscillation section (shock tool), producing axial 
vibrating force at a predetermined frequency which travels uphole and downhole, along the 
drillstring to reduce friction between borehole and drillstring.  The oscillation section or shock 
tool is mostly used in jointed drillpipe applications, and it generates controlled axial oscillation 
of the drillstring to reduce downhole friction.  
Rotating Valve
(Eccentric Orifice)
Stationary Valve
(Concentric Orifice)
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Figure 2. 6: Relative positions of the orifices and pressure pulses (adopted from NOV, 2006) 
Belleville disc springs are loaded in the longitudinal direction on a mandrel located inside 
the shock tool.  The spring stiffness or spring rate can be varied by stacking the convexly shaped 
disc in parallel in two sets (2×2) or three sets (3×3), where each parallel sets are then arranged in 
series, that is, with the convex side of each set facing the other set (Figure 2.7).  The mandrel of 
the shock tool is sealed between the annulus pressure and internal drill pipe pressure, which 
creates a pump open area (POA) (Azike-Akubue et al., 2012).  The mandrel extends when 
internal pressure exerts a hydraulic force on the pump open area and retracts to its initial position 
once the pressure is removed.  In most applications, the shock tool or oscillation section is placed 
immediately above the power section and axially oscillates between  /8” to  /8” during 
operation (Baez and Alali, 2011).  The axial vibrations generated by AOT can be measured 
several hundred or over a thousand feet away from the tool (Gee et al, 2015). 
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Maximum Pressure
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Minimum Pressure
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2. 7: Stacking configurations of the disc springs: (a) 2×2, and (b) 3×3 
 
2.3. Factors Affecting Performance of Axial Oscillation Tools 
The performance and efficiency of axial oscillation tools are affected by operating 
parameters and setup of the tool, drilling parameters, friction, borehole geometry, drillstring 
characteristics. 
2.3.1. Effects of Operating Parameters 
Some of the important operating parameters that contribute to the setup of axial 
oscillation tool (AOTs) are: flow rate, operating frequency, drilling fluid type and density, 
valve/orifice sizing, pressure drop across the AOT, AOT spring rate or spring constant,  pump 
open area (POA), and downhole temperature. 
Flow rate: Since AOTs are hydraulically operated, the flow rate is the most critical 
drilling parameter required for effective performance of AOTs and entire axial oscillation-
supported drillstrings. Operators and drilling rigs should maintain flow rate within the 
recommended operating range of AOTs, as specified by manufacturers, for optimal performance. 
Spring Mandrel
SpringsSpring Housing
Spring Mandrel
Spring Housing Springs
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The pressure drop across the AOT is strongly dependent on the operating flow rate. 
Experimental testing of AOTs shows an approximately linear relationship between flow rate and 
pressure drop (Martinez et al., 2013). Operating AOTs at higher flow rates increases the pressure 
pulses and create more aggressive and high energy axial oscillations. 
Operating or excitation frequency: This is the number of cycles of pressure pulses 
generated and measured (or observed) in one second.  The excitation frequency is directly 
proportional to the operating flow rate, which is directly related to the speed of the rotor in the 
power section.  The relationship between excitation frequency and the flow rate is linear as 
shown in Figure 2.8, but the linear relationship varies by tool sizes and manufacturer's design.  
Therefore, operating frequency   is defined as: 
     perating  low rate  
Table 2.1 shows the linear relationship constant between frequency and flow rate for 
different tool sizes.  The operating frequency of AOT needs to be compatible with the operating 
frequency of MWD equipment in order to avoid signal interference.  The frequency of pressure 
pulses generated by the AOT can be controlled by increasing or decreasing the operating flow 
rate to avoid and prevent MWD signal interference.  Most MWD companies have written 
standard operating procedures which prescribe actions taken to filter MWD signals to avoid 
interference (NOV, 2016). 
Density of drilling fluid: The density of drilling fluid pumped through the AOT is one of 
the operating parameters of AOT that contributes significantly to the pressure drop generated 
within the AOT.  Large pressure drops are generated at higher fluid density. Operators and 
drilling engineers should ensure the density of drilling fluid will not create a too high-pressure 
drop, beyond the operating range of the AOT. In the case where drilling fluid density is high, the 
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flow rate can be reduced to match the allowable pressured drop across the AOT.  Figure 2.9 
shows the relationship between the pressure drop across an AOT and flow rate at different mud 
densities, for a specific valve size of 1.03 in. 
 
Figure 2. 8: AOT frequency at different flow rates (NOV, 2016) 
 As the mud density increases, the drillstring becomes lighter due to buoyancy and 
the normal contact force is reduced. Hence, axial oscillations generated by AOTs are lightly 
damped.   
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Table 2. 1: Linear relationship constant between frequency and flow rate (NOV, 2016) 
 
 
Figure 2. 9: Relationship between pressure drop and flow rate for different mud weights (valve size 
= 1.03 inches) (Robertson, 2006) 
 
Valve/orifice flow area: The variation in valve/orifice flow area between the stationary 
plate and oscillating valve creates the restriction to fluid flow with the AOT, thereby generating 
pressure pulses. Figure 2.10 shows the relationship between the flow area and the valve rotation 
angle. 
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Figure 2. 10: Relationship between flow area and rotation angle (Eddison and Hardie, 2001) 
 The AOT is designed with a unique feature that provides the shop technicians and field 
operators the capability to adjust the orifice/valve setting of the AOT to match specific flow 
rates, mud weights, and rig pump pressures.  Figure 2.11 shows the theoretical relationship 
between pressure drop and flow rate for different oscillating valve diameters and specific mud 
weight of 8.6 ppg.  
 
Figure 2. 11: Theoretical relationship between pressure drop and flow rate for different valve sizing 
(mud weight = 8.66 ppg) (Robertson et al., 2004) 
 
Pressure drop across the AOT: The AOT pressure drop    indicates the hydraulic 
resistance of the AOT to the mud flow.  It is the difference between the inlet and outlet pressure 
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of the AOT.  Figure 2.12 shows the pressure drop and pressure pulses generated within and 
behind the AOT, represented as harmonic waves.  This pressure drop acts as pressure pulses on 
the pump open area (POA) of the shock-sub or oscillation section of the AOT.  The effectiveness 
of AOTs depends on the pressure drop generated across the AOT, which in turn depends on the 
drilling fluid density and flow rate (NOV, 2016).  Experimental testing of AOTs has shown that 
other parameters contribute to the magnitude of pressure drop include: valve/orifice dimensions 
(Robertson et al., 2004), internal geometry and relative movement of the AOT spring stacking 
against the drilling fluid.  Therefore, AOT pressure drop    is defined as: 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 perating  low rate
 rilling  luid density
 alve ori ice  low area
    internal geometry
 ovement o     spring stac ing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. 12: Pressure drop and pressure pulses generated within and behind the AOT (Robertson, 
2006) 
 
The pressure drop across AOTs ranges from 300 to 900 psi depending on set up in the 
shop.  The addition of these pressure drop to drillstring pressure loss increases the standpipe 
pressure while drilling (Martinez et al., 2013), and can be enormous to the rig pump pressure 
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capacity (Gee et al., 2015). The pressure limitation hinders a segment of the drilling market from 
using the AOTs (Martinez et al., 2013; Robertson et al., 2004). Therefore, there is a need for 
low-pressure AOTs that can effectively break static friction without contributing significant 
pressure to the drilling system.  One of the improvements was to redesign the valve/orifice sizes 
(to reduce the pressure drop) and increase the pump open area, allowing the AOT to generate 
magnitudes of oscillations similar to the standard AOT at a much lower pressure drop (Martinez 
et al., 2013; NOV, 2016). 
AOT spring rate or spring constant: AOT spring rate or spring constant is the force 
required to compress the spring by a given length. The value of the AOT spring rate is provided 
by the tool manufacturer.  The load versus displacement relationship of the AOT spring is linear 
and the slope or spring rate can be found using a bench press test.  The spring constant of the 
Belleville springs loaded on the mandrel of the oscillation section can be varied by changing the 
disc spring stacking, as shown in Figure 2.7.  As discussed earlier, the movement of the mandrel 
on the oscillation section can be controlled and optimized by increasing or decreasing the spring 
rate. 
Pump open area (POA): The pump open area (POA), which is the area of the internal 
piston where the pressure pulses act upon (Figure 2.13).  As the pressure pulses act on the pump 
open area, the mandrel of the AOT is extended (Martinez et al., 2013). When aggressive pressure 
pulses are generated at the valve section of the AOT, the pump open area needs to be reduced to 
minimize the oscillations generated by the AOT. 
Types of drilling fluid: The elastomers of power sections of AOTs are affected by the 
composition of drilling fluids.  Certain additives in oil-based muds (OBMs) and synthetic based 
muds (SBMs) have the ability to chemically and thermally degrade AOT elastomers by altering 
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the elastomer properties, such as changes in volume, hardness, tensile strength. This results in 
severe damage to the tool (Bodepudi et al., 1998).  
 
Figure 2. 13: Belleville spring stacking in the oscillation section (Eddison and Hardie, 2006) 
 
Downhole temperature: Temperature affects power section elastomers and density of the 
drilling fluid. Shrinkage and swelling of elastomer occur as temperature changes, leading to 
fatigue and damage of the elastomer rubber.  At higher downhole temperature, the elastomer 
swells increasing the pressure drop across the power section of the AOT. Higher temperatures 
can also lead to a breakdown in density flowing across the AOT, leading to a reduction in 
pressure drop below the desired level.  Also, the lubricity of drilling fluids reduces at high 
temperatures, which leads to an increase in the frictional force between the drillstring and the 
wellbore (Abdo and Al-Sharji, 2015).  
The operating parameters of axial oscillation tools need to be optimized and rightly 
configured to improve efficiency and effectiveness of axial oscillation-supported drilling system, 
without causing dynamic instabilities to the drilling system (Baez and Alali, 2011). Typical sizes 
Mandrel Belleville 
springs
Piston
Disc spring 
stacking
Pump Open Area 
(POA)
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and specification of an AOT are shown in Table 2.2. Table 2.3 shows a typical BHA including 
an AOT placed at 120.12 m behind the bit. 
Table 2. 2: Typical sizes and technical specification of an AOT (Azike-Akubue, 2012) 
 
Table 2. 3: Typical BHA including an AOT (Azike-Akubue, 2012) 
 
 
2.3.2. Effects of Drilling Parameters 
The drilling parameters applicable to directional drilling are weight-on-bit (WOB), 
rotational speed or RPM and flow rate. As WOB increases at the bit, a compressive force is 
transferred from the bit towards the surface. Placing the AOT in the compressive region along 
the drillstring limits the extension of the oscillation section or shock-sub of AOTs (Martinez et 
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al., 2013). Also, the spring stiffness or spring rate of AOT need to be able to withstand high 
compressive forces generated from higher downhole weight-on-bit. The effect of RPM on the 
performance of axial oscillation-supported drillstring can be linked to rotary drilling operations, 
where frictional force is reduced with increasing RPM coupled with oscillations from the AOT 
(Samuel, 2010).  
Field and experimental results show that the rotation of drillpipe has a remarkable effect 
on hole cleaning and friction reduction during directional drilling.  The level of improvement due 
to pipe rotation is a function of the combined effects of mud rheology, cuttings size, and flow 
rate (Sanchez et al., 1997). However, AOTs are mostly needed in slide drilling operations with 
steerable BHAs where surface RPM is non-existent. Field studies also show that percentage 
improvement in ROP with AOT is generally higher during slide drilling than rotary drilling 
(Robertson et al., 2009; Barton et al., 2011). The effect of flow rate has been explained earlier as 
part of the operating parameters of AOTs that need to be optimized. 
2.3.3. Other Parameters Affecting the Performance of AOT  
Borehole Geometry: The complexity of borehole geometry affects the performance of 
AOTs in axial oscillation-supported drilling systems. As it is known, normal contact loads 
contribute to the frictional forces while drilling. From the equations of torque and drag, the 
magnitude of normal contact loads increases with increasing borehole inclination, azimuth, and 
doglegs (Johancsik et al., 1984).  As borehole inclination starts to deviate from the vertical, 
normal contact loads or side forces increases. Frictional forces increases in the curve and lateral 
sections, thereby damping the axial displacement response of AOTs as a result of Coulomb 
friction (Gee et al., 2015). Higher friction factors are generally assumed in the curve and lateral 
sections to account for the additional contact forces due to buckling (Forster, 2015). 
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Friction: The friction factor used for torque and drag and vibration analysis is a term that 
accounts for the coefficient of friction between contacting surfaces and other uncertainties such 
as cuttings characteristics, mud type, mud lubricity, hole tortuosity, pipe buckling (Samuel, 
2010).  The frictional force opposing the drillstring motion or Coulomb friction defined as 
       contributes to the damping of oscillations generated by the AOTs in axial oscillation-
supported drillstrings.  Theoretical model shows higher vibrating forces and accelerations when 
the AOTs are located in the vertical section than when located in the lateral section (Shor et al., 
2015).  
Drillstring Characteristics: Drillstring stiffness (modulus of elasticity and inertia) and 
length to diameter ratio affects axial displacement and acceleration of axial oscillation-supported 
drilling systems when excited by AOTs.  Vibration studies show that increasing drillstring 
stiffness provides more resistance to vibrations (Larsen, 2014). For a particular drillstring 
material, e.g. steel, stiffness increase requires increasing the cross-sectional area or a thicker 
pipe, which results in pipe weight increase (Tian et al. 2015). Therefore, drillstrings with lesser 
stiffness tend to oscillate at higher amplitudes. There is a compromise in reducing drillstring 
stiffness to increase axial displacement response and accelerations or increasing tendency of 
buckling due to increasing compressive forces. In addition, increasing ratios of length to 
diameter of drillstrings reduces vibration stability (Tian et al. 2015). Hence, drillstrings with high 
length to diameter ratio oscillate with higher amplitude when subjected to AOT excitation, but 
reduces the stability to overall vibrations, which can be damaging.  
2.4. Methods Used to Evaluate the Effectiveness of AOTs 
The application of axial oscillation tools often provides effective solutions to problems 
related to low ROP, buckling, erratic reactive torque, unstable toolface control, short bit life, 
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high tortuosity and poor borehole quality associated with high friction in high-angle and 
extended-reach wells (Baez and Alali, 2011).  The methods used in evaluating the effectiveness 
of axial oscillation-supported drilling system involve measurements and monitoring of several 
parameters.  The measured parameters are (i) weight transfer, rate of penetration, ROP and drag; 
(ii) stick-slip and torsional vibrations; (iii) mechanical specific energy (MSE); (iv) toolface 
control; and (v) drilling dynamics. 
2.4.1. Weight Transfer and Rate of Penetration (ROP) 
Weight stacking occurs downhole when the cumulative static frictional force along the 
entire drillstring is greater than the applied downward force (Skyles et al., 2012). The downward 
force stacks uphole and hinders the amount of weight transferred to the drill bit.  Figure 2.14 
shows the description of weight stacking. Robertson (2006) was one of the first to study and 
evaluate the effectiveness of AOTs using mathematical modeling and verification with field 
results.  The work of Robertson (2006) provided a simple methodology for evaluating the 
effectiveness of an AOT between sliding and rotating drilling.  The primary goal of the study 
was to determine if AOTs improve slide drilling performance and determine actual friction 
factors for slide drilling.  Field data showing ROP values with and without AOT were compared 
to assess the effectiveness of the tool.  Tables 2.4 and 2.5 show the field ROP data with and 
without AOT. 
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Figure 2. 14: Description of weight stacking (Skyles et al., 2012) 
 
Table 2. 4: ROP data without axial oscillation tool (Robertson, 2006) 
Without Axial Oscillation Tool (at end of Bit 5-D) Average ROP (m/h) 
Rotary Drilling 2.81 
Slide Drilling 1.02 
 
Table 2. 5: ROP data with axial oscillation tool (Robertson, 2006) 
 
 
  
 
Using ROP as a measure of the effectiveness of the AOT in an axial oscillation-supported 
system, Eq. 2.1 is proposed (Robertson, 2006) for assessing the performance of the tool. 
     
   
  
 
  
            (2.1) 
where     is the rate of penetration (   ),     is the weight-on-bit       ,    is the bit 
diameter (  ),     is the bit rotational speed      ,   is the formation constant,     is the 
    exponent (0.8 - 2.0) and    is the     exponent.  
The following expression, which is used to calculate the formation constant, can be 
obtained by rearranging Eq. 2.1, 
With Axial Oscillation Tool (at end of Bit 6-D) Average ROP (m/h) 
Rotary Drilling 2.69 
Slide Drilling 2.42 
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     (2.2) 
The formation constant is considered to be an invariable in homogeneous-formation over very 
short intervals of rotary and slide drilling. Since the constant is a formation property it is 
considered to be independent of the type of drilling operation. Hence,   for rotating operation is 
equated to   for sliding operation in Eq. 2.3. 
      
 
      
  
 
  
           
 
        
 
        
  
 
  
           
  
   (2.3) 
WOB for sliding operation is evaluated using Eq. 2.4. 
             
      
        
 
  
  
        
      
   
      
  
 
  
 
    
 (2.4) 
 
The average percentage of WOB transferred over different homogeneous intervals drilled 
with different bits with the same design were calculated for cases with and without the tool. 
Table 2.6 and 2.7 show the average percentage of WOB transferred with and without the tool.   
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Table 2. 6: Percentage of WOB transferred with AOT at 280 m from Bit (Robertson, 2006) 
 
Table 2. 7: Percentage of WOB transferred without AOT (Robertson, 2006) 
 
2.4.2. Stick-slip and Torsional Vibrations 
During the stick-slip phase, the bit rotational speed changes from zero to several times 
the surface speed.  The stick-slip phase imposes torsional fatigue in the drillstring components. 
One of the methods of mitigating stick-slip is to use axial oscillation tools to break static friction 
during the stick phase of the stick-slip process.  During field operations, stick-slip is measured by 
the variation in BHA or drillbit speed (Patil and Teodoriu, 2012). The variation in RPMs of a 
standard BHA (without AOT) and a BHA (with AOT) drilling in the same formation is shown in 
Figures 2.15 and 2.16.  
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Figure 2. 15: Variation in RPM on drill collar (Clausen et al., 2014) 
 
 
Figure 2. 16: Variation in RPM on RSS internal control system (Clausen et al., 2014) 
 
It can be observed that stick-slip was reduced with the use of AOT in the BHA. Also, the 
reduction in the variation of the RPM on the RSS internal control system allows better holding of 
geostationary position within the RSS and control of toolface (Clausen et al., 2014).  The 
application of axial oscillation tool (AOT) in conjunction with the standard rotary steerable 
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system (RSS) has been effective in mitigating downhole torsional vibrations, stick-slip, and 
lateral vibrations.  
2.4.3. Mechanical Specific Energy (MSE) 
The friction reduction provided by AOT decreases the mechanical specific energy 
(MSE).  The MSE is the amount of work done by the bit per unit volume of rock drilled.  It is 
expressed mathematically as (Azike-Akubue et al. 2012): 
    
 
  
 
      
   
     (2.5) 
where   is the weight-on-bit (   ),    is the cross-sectional area    
  ,   is the rotary speed 
(    ,   is the drilling torque          and   is the rate of penetration        . 
 Assuming the rotary speed   and borehole cross-sectional area are constant at all 
time, increasing the rate of penetration   while a decrease in applied weight-on-bit  and torque 
  to achieve the same rate of penetration results in decreased MSE. Increasing weight transfer 
through the use of AOT improves ROP, reduces MSE and enhances drilling efficiency. 
2.4.4. Toolface Control 
In addition to weight transfer, toolface control (Figure 2.17) is an important variable that 
needs to be controlled by drilling engineers and directional drillers while sliding in high-angle 
and extended reach wells. Both toolface control and weight transfer are dependent on each other 
due to the reactive torque generated by the motor (Jones et al., 2015). Erratic toolface control 
occurs due to unsteady weight transfer to the bit, leading to tortuous doglegs and poor wellbore 
quality. The application of axial oscillation tools in slide drilling and rotation operations leads to 
steady toolface control. Hence, operators of axial oscillation-supported drillstrings use 
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measurement and monitoring of changes in toolface control to measure the effectiveness of 
AOTs and the entire system.  
 
Figure 2. 17: Toolface control (Skyles et al., 2012) 
2.4.5. Drilling Dynamics 
An observation from the data (Figures 2.18 and 2.19) presented by McCarthy et al. 
(2009) showed a minimal increase in axial accelerations with AOT as compared to without AOT.  
Maximum axial accelerations during the slide run with AOT was 4.5 g while without AOT was 
close to 3 g.  
 
Figure 2. 18: Slide drilling at the end of run 1 without AOT (McCarthy et al., 2009) 
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Figure 2. 19: Slide drilling at the beginning of run 2 with AOT (McCarthy et al., 2009) 
 Gee et. al (2015) presented a case study showing the back and forth transfer of 
oscillations generated by AOT along the length of drillstring while reducing friction over a major 
portion of the drillstring. The axial oscillations generated by the AOT can be measured over 
several hundred feet or close to over a thousand feet away from the tool (Gee et. Al, 2015). The 
case study presented by Gee et. Al (2015) was a tangent well drilled in the Middle East with five 
(5) high-frequency measurement devices (HFMD) included in the drillstring.  
2.5. Experimental and Modeling Studies of AOT-Supported Drillstrings 
Several experimental, mathematical and numerical models have been developed to 
investigate and evaluate the performance of axial oscillation tools (AOTs) in the axial 
oscillation-supported drillstrings.  The focus of most of the existing models is directed towards: 
(i) predicting and simulating the dynamic response of AOTs; (ii) placement analysis of AOTs; 
and (iii) evaluating the friction-reducing performance of AOTs.  The need to develop practical 
models, which precisely simulates the effect of AOTs cannot be overemphasized. The literature 
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review discusses the contributions of existing models in the dynamic analysis of axial 
oscillation-supported drilling systems and opportunities for improvements of the models.  
2.5.1. Experimental Studies 
Barakat et al. (2007) performed experiments to examine the influence of hydraulic 
vibrations on the transfer of axial loads in horizontal wellbores.  Parameters such as frequency, 
flow rate and axial loads were varied to investigate their effects on the force transfer. The results 
showed a reduction in friction force between 30% and 100%.  Higher flow rates of water 
increased axial force transfer which is similar to the effect of an increase in the frequency of 
pressure pulses.  Increasing the viscosity of water reduced axial force transfer due to the viscous 
damping effect, especially under laminar flow conditions. A similar study (Abdo and Al-Sharji, 
2015) was conducted to investigate the effects of amplitudes and frequencies of vibrations on 
frictional force, axial load transfer, and lock-up load of buckled rod confined in a horizontal 
cylinder for dissimilar fluids at normal and high temperature.  Results show a reduction in axial 
force transfer with temperature for cases with and without vibrations.    
Another study performed by Newman et al. (2009) to investigate the effects of vibrations 
while drilling using coiled tubing (CT) strings showed a reduction in friction with vibration 
frequency. The results also indicated that axial vibration of the CT drillstring was more effective 
in reducing friction than torsional vibration.  Martinez et al. (2013) conducted testing focused on 
the development of a modified axial oscillation tool (AOT) designed to operate at a low-pressure 
drop, that is, decreasing the magnitude of pressure added to the standpipe by the AOT from the 
range of 500-600 psi to the range of 300-400 psi. The results demonstrated a reduction in the 
pressure drop with the pump open area, resulting in greater AOT displacements.  This is 
beneficial for rigs with limited pump pressure capabilities. However, increasing the pump area of 
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an AOT can lead to further compression and accelerated fatigue of the springs in the "Low 
Pressure" AOT due to the longer extension of the shock tool mandrel (Martinez et al., 2013).  A 
recent laboratory study (Clausen et al., 2014) on the effect of an axial oscillation tool on ROP 
showed higher gains in ROP at a lower vibrating frequency, which could be due to a decrease in 
amplitude of excitation at higher frequencies.  
 Schultz (2015) conducted experimental studies on two downhole vibration tools 
(AOT and fluid hammer vibrating tools) for performance comparison.  The results show similar 
performance for both tools in terms of pressure pulse height and frequency.  This peak-to-peak 
pressure has a direct impact on the vibratory force.  The peak-to-peak pressure change shown in 
Figures 2.20 and 2.21 can be used to determine vibratory force for a specific coiled tubing size.  
The results from the study indicate that the pressure pulses or waves are sinusoidal and can be 
represented by harmonics of Fourier sine or cosine series.  The force and frequency of the 
vibratory load exerted on the drillstring increased with flow rate through the tool.  Hence, there is 
a cost associated with increasing the flow rate as it increases the average circulating pressure 
drop and subsequently the required hydraulic horsepower.  
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Figure 2. 20: Backpressure of fluid hammer vibrating tool at 3 bbl/min (Schultz, 2015) 
 
Figure 2. 21: Backpressure for AOT tool at 3 bbl/min (Schultz, 2015) 
More recently, an experimental investigation (Tian et al., 2016) was conducted to 
evaluate the accuracy of a newly developed analytical model. Experimental measurements 
obtained from the study of Tian et al. (2016) is shown in Figure 2.22.  
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Figure 2. 22: Measured displacement, velocity and acceleration of AOT (Tian et al., 2016) 
2.5.2. Analytical Modeling 
The theory of axial vibrations of drillstrings is primarily used to model the response of 
axial oscillation-supported drillstrings subjected to either force or displacement excitations.  A 
variety of analytical axial vibration models (Bailey and Finnie, 1960; Khan, 1983; Rashed et al., 
2007; Li et al., 2007; Clausen et al., 2014; Forster and Grant, 2012; Forster, 2015; Shor et al., 
2015; Tian et al., 2016; Bu et al., 2016; Al Dushaishi et al., 2017) have been formulated to study 
the axial vibrations of drillstrings.  This study will focus on pure axial oscillations and will 
review uncoupled axial vibration models.  
Longitudinal (or axial) and torsional vibrations in drillstrings are analogous and governed 
by similar equations (Bailey and Finnie, 1960; Khan, 1983).  The undamped wave equation is 
used as the governing equation of the longitudinal motion of stepped drillstrings.  The general 
solution to this equation is obtained by applying the method of separation of variables.  The 
natural frequencies of the drillstring are obtained by finding the values of   that match the 
required boundary conditions. Unlike other models, Bailey and Finnie (1960) defined   as zero 
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at the bottom of the drillstring and increasing towards the top of the string.  The boundary 
condition at the bottom of the string is assumed to be fixed, and the boundary condition at the top 
of the string is assumed to be free.  The top boundary condition is estimated from the motion of 
the derrick and travelling block which seems complicated. 
Khan (1983) estimated the longitudinal natural frequencies and mode shapes of 
drillstrings for various boundary conditions at the bit and at the top of the string.  For simplicity, 
equivalent viscous damping is used as an approximation for effects of different types of frictional 
resistances (contact, fluid, and material) along the drillstring.  The longitudinal vibration of a 
steel bar is considered and described by the damped wave equation.  The solution for the wave 
equation is obtained using the method of separation of variable to compute the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes.  Three different boundary conditions (fixed-top and fixed-bottom, 
fixed-top and free-bottom, and mass-spring-at-top and spring-at-bottom) are considered in the 
analysis.  The third boundary condition is the most realistic one because it accounts for the mass 
and stiffness of the drawworks and derrick at the top (Khan, 1983).  The boundary condition with 
the spring at the bottom provides a means of varying the bottom end condition from fixed to free 
or to any intermediate value by choosing an appropriate value of the spring constant. 
Another study (Li, 1987) modeled the longitudinal vibrations of drillstrings using the 
undamped wave equation.   The wellbore-bit contact is considered as the source of excitation and 
the drillstrings is modeled as a continuous rod.  Distance or velocity of slip between the bit tooth 
and the hole bottom is assumed negligible.  The method of separation of variables is applied to 
solve the undamped wave equation.  The boundary condition at the top of drillstring is assumed 
to be fixed. At the bottom of the string, it is assumed to be free with an inertial motion.  A 
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frequency model is also developed.  The source of excitation is modeled as a periodic and 
harmonic force function, which is expanded using Fourier series. 
Shor et al. (2015) modeled the source of damping in the vertical well as mainly viscous 
damping due to the interaction of the drillstring with the drilling fluid and material hysteresis 
using a velocity-dependent term.  Once the borehole begins deviation from vertical, the frictional 
contact between the borehole and the drillstring becomes prevalent. The frictional contact force 
is modeled as an equivalent viscous damping force with a damping coefficient,    
   
   
 
    
   
. 
The equivalent viscous damping coefficient    is defined as a function of normal contact force 
  , friction factor  , and an assumed displacement amplitude,  .  
2.5.3. Numerical or Finite Element Modeling 
A number of finite element models (Apostal et al. 1990; Soni and Bogner 1982; Gee et al. 
2015; Wilson and Heisig, 2015; Wilson and Heisig 2015; Ghasemloonia et al. 2014) have been 
developed to predict the forced frequency response of a drillstring or axial oscillation-supported 
drillstrings.   
The finite element model presented by Apostal et al. (1990) was developed to predict the 
forced frequency response of a drillstring in an arbitrary curved 3D wellbore. Although the study 
is not directly related to axial oscillation-supported drillstrings, the finite element analysis 
provides a  forced frequency response (FFR) or critical speeds of the drilling assembly subjected 
to force and/or displacement excitations along the drillstring. The stiffness matrix used in the 
solution contains contact effects and friction. The model considers damping in the solution of 
steady-state response. The benefit of the model is that it aids in evaluating the effect of damping 
in conventional drilling assemblies forced frequency response finite element analysis. A notable 
effect of damping is that the response of the drilling assembly and excitation force does not 
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necessarily need to be in phase, though the response and excitation operate at the same frequency 
(Apostal et al.,1990). According to the model, the excitation may be applied as direct nodal 
forces or nodal displacements. In addition, the applied inputs can be multiple excitations at 
differing phase angles. The full transient dynamic response analysis of any nonlinear finite 
element model requires time integration of the equations of motion written in matrix form. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Testing of an Axial Oscillation Tool 
3.1. Experimental Setup 
Prior to mathematical modeling of axial oscillation-supported drillstrings, experimental 
testing was carried out in the shop to determine the performance and feasibility of downhole 
applications of an axial oscillation tool.  A test fixture for flow testing was designed to hold the 
axial oscillation tool in place.  The text fixture consists of a chain vise and pipe support welded 
to an I-beam to secure the test tool (Figure 3.1). 
 
Figure 3. 1: Experimental setup used for testing AOT 
Two triplex pump trucks were connected to water tanks (Figure 3.2). Each pump was 
rated for 5000 psi and 200 gpm. The test tool was connected to the pump trucks where the flow 
from the two trucks was combined before entering the test tool and splits after exiting the tool 
returning to each truc ’s water tan , thereby  orming a closed  low loop  The experimental test 
setup involved the installation of dynamic pressure sensors at the upstream and downstream ends 
of the tool to measure pressure drop data. Measurements of the axial displacement of the 
Pump Trucks
Flow In
Flow Out
Flow meter
Flow return 
to pumps
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oscillation section were obtained using a displacement marker (Figure 3.3).  Water was pumped 
through the tool at a steady-state flow rate.  The flow rates used were 200 and 400 gpm and the 
Belleville spring stacking tested were 2x2 and 3x3 stacks.  
 
Figure 3. 2: Schematic of the flow loop 
 
Figure 3. 3: Displacement-marker attached to the test tool 
Varying the spring stacking changed the spring rate or stiffness of the oscillation section 
of the test tool.  The load versus displacement plots of the 2x2 and 3x3 spring stackings are 
shown in Figure 3.4.  The spring rate of the test tool is derived from the slope of the load versus 
displacement graph.   
Axial Oscillation Tool
(Valve + Power + Oscillation Sections)
Triplex 
Pump 2
F
P
Flow Direction Flow Meter Pressure SensorF P
Triplex 
Pump 1
Displacement Marker
(with motion detection device)
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3. 4: Load versus displacement of spring stacking of: a) 2×2 stack; and b) 3×3 stack 
3.2. Test Procedure 
The following experimental procedures were utilized in the testing of the axial oscillation 
tool for each spring configuration. First, the dynamic pressure sensor and flow meter were 
positioned to measure the pressure drop and flow rate, respectively.  The recording device was 
initialized to record the motion of the displacement marker located at the top of the test tool.  The 
required flow rate through the flow loop was maintained by controlling pump speed.  At each 
experiment, steady-state flow is established prior to taking the pressure and flow rate 
measurements, and video recording.  Slow motion playback of the recorded video was used to 
obtain displacement data.  The procedure was repeated for different flow rates and spring stack 
configuration.  
3.3. Test Results 
Results obtained from the experiments are presented in Table 3.1.  Minimum 
displacement is the least actuated position while the maximum displacement is the farthest 
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actuated position.  The frequency of the pressure pulse is determined over a five-second interval.  
The flow rate-frequency relationship of the test tool was tested using the 2x2 spring stack.  
Figure 3.5 shows the observed linear relationship between frequency and flow rate, which is due 
to the linear relationship between the rotor speed of the power section and flow rate.  Table 3.1 
demonstrates that the pressure differential increased with flow rate for each spring stacking.  At 
higher spring rate (3x3 stacking), the magnitudes of displacement and pressure differential were 
reduced.  This indicates that the pressure differential is affected by the spring configuration. 
Table 3. 1: Results from experimental testing of an axial oscillation tool 
 
 
Figure 3. 5: Relationship between the frequency of pressure fluctuation and flow rate 
 
Figure 3.6 shows the pressure drop fluctuations observed during the experimental testing 
of the axial oscillation tool.  Two identifiable frequencies (from the test tool and noise from the 
triplex pumps) were observed in the pressure data when operating at 200 gpm (Figures 3.6a and 
3.6c).  Noise from the triplex pumps is relatively insignificant in the pressure fluctuation when 
f = 0.045Q + 2.1667 
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Type 
Flow rate 
(gpm) 
Pressure (psi) Frequency 
(Hz) 
Displacement (inches) 
Minimum Maximum Differential Minimum Maximum 
2×2 
Stack 
200 190 300 110 11 0.281 0.598 
400 475 625 150 19 1.125 1.343 
3×3 
Stack 
200 120 210 90 10.2 0.250 0.457 
400 380 475 95 19.5 0.443 0.625 
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operating at 400 gpm (Figure 3.6b and 3.6d). The frequency of pressure pulses should be 
doubled when the flow rate is doubled but due to noise effects, the frequency of pressure pulses 
at 200 gpm (~10-11 Hz) is not doubled when flowing at 400 gpm (~18-19 Hz). 
 
(a) 2x2 spring stacking configuration at 200 gpm 
 
(b) 2x2 spring stacking configuration at 400 gpm 
 
(c) 3x3 spring stacking configuration at 200 gpm 
 
(d) 3x3 spring stacking configuration at 400 gpm 
Figure 3. 6: Pressure drop vs. time for different stacking configurations and flow rates 
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Chapter 4: Mathematical Modeling of Axial Oscillation-Supported Drillstrings 
4.1. Dynamic Modeling of AOT Excited Drillstrings  
A dynamic model will be developed to simulate the response of a drillstring excited by an 
axial oscillation tool (AOT) operating at the surface and downhole conditions.  The goal of this 
study is to develop a practical mathematical model to predict the axial displacement of axial 
oscillation-supported drillstrings as a function of:  
 The flow rate or frequency of pressure pulse  
 The magnitude of pressure pulses  
 Spring rate or stiffness of axial oscillation tool (AOT) 
 Elastic properties of the drilling assembly 
 Damping mechanism (viscous and Coulomb damping) 
The theory of vibration is used to study the oscillatory response of the axial oscillation-
supported drilling system due to excitation displacements generated by the AOT and the 
associated forces acting on the tool and drillstring while in operation. The vibrations of axial 
oscillation-supported drillstrings can be modeled as a discrete system (mass-spring-damper) with 
predetermined degrees of freedom or as a continuous system (rod or bar) with distributed mass, 
elasticity and damping to derive the equations that simulate the behavior of the system.  
4.1.1. Assumptions and Limitations 
The following assumptions are made in the development of the new model used in this 
study are: 
 The motion of the axial oscillation-supported drillstring is purely axial and uncoupled 
(i.e. does not include lateral or torsional motions). 
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 The motion of the system is periodic, that is, motion repeats itself after regular time 
intervals. 
 The axial displacement created by the axial excitation from the bit-rock interaction is not 
considered. 
 The developed dynamic model covers a few thousand feet of drillstring length, while the 
rest of the drillstring length up to surface is represented as a stiffness boundary condition. 
 Viscous and Coulomb damping are the only types of damping considered. However, 
Coulomb damping is the dominant damping mechanism. 
 Steady-state behavior is considered due to the continuous action of the excitation force. 
 The drillstring is made of an elastic and homogeneous material.  
 The hydrodynamic force due to the inertia of the internal fluid is not considered. 
 The temperature effect is not considered. 
4.1.2. Model Formulation 
An axial oscillation-supported drillstring (Figure 4.1) consists of an axial oscillation tool 
(AOT) connected to bottomhole assemblies on both sides of the tool is considered for model 
formulation.  As stated earlier, the oscillations generated by the AOT are transmitted uphole and 
downhole.  The uphole oscillations are primarily excited by the longitudinal motion of the 
support (spring and piston) while the downhole oscillations are excited by the transmitted elastic 
force from upward oscillations.  This study focuses on the displacement excitations generated by 
the compression and tension of the spring (support) within the axial oscillation tool.  The system 
is modeled as a continuous concentric cylindrical bar (or rod) that can deform longitudinally or 
axially along the longitudinal axis.  The displacement excitation or support excitation model and 
free body diagram are presented in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4. 1: Schematic of the axial oscillation-supported drillstring 
 
 Figure 4. 2: Displacement (support) excitation model and free body diagram 
Figure 4.2 shows a continuous cylindrical bar model subjected to support excitation or 
spring motion,            in the axial direction. The cross sections of the differential element 
(Figure 4.2) is acted upon by internal axial forces within the bar due to axial excitations. The 
internal axial forces are given as   and      with: 
                 (4.1) 
where   is the axial stress,   is Young’s modulus,   is the axial displacement at a specific 
location, and       is the axial strain. Damping force per unit length    and Coulomb damping 
or friction force    act on the differential element. The source of viscous damping force is the 
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viscous fluid surrounding the vibrating bar (Dareing and Livesay, 1968) and Coulomb or dry 
friction force is due to the contact between the wellbore with the cylindrical bar (Paranjpe, 
1990). The boundary or end conditions of the model are dependent on the stiffness     of the 
pipe and BHA fittings connected to the left end of the axial oscillation-supported drillstring.  
Using Newton's second law of motion to derive the equation of motion for the 
longitudinal vibrations of the axial oscillation-supported drillstring, that is, 
                                       
                        
   
       (4.2) 
The force of damping per unit length,     
  
    is proportional and linear to the velocity 
  
   , where   is the viscous damping coefficient. The energy dissipated in one cycle of forced 
harmonic free vibration is measured by the damping coefficient  . The Coulomb (or friction) 
damping force is a constant value, independent of the quantity of displacement and velocity, but 
depends on the friction factor   and normal contact load   . The normal friction force    is 
distributed along the cylindrical bar element. The Coulomb damping force acts in the opposite 
direction of the element's velocity, where the damping force reverses sign when the element's 
velocity changes signs. A discontinuity (Figure 4.3) is created by the Coulomb frictional force at 
the change of sign, which makes it a nonlinear damping force, defined as: 
      
  
  
         
  
  
        (4.3) 
where     
  
  
      
  
  
   and     
  
  
      
  
  
   .  
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Figure 4. 3: Representation of Coulomb friction 
Figure 4.4 shows the representation of the total axial displacement        measured 
from the springs supports (where    ) to a position of interest on the cylindrical bar model and 
instant or relative displacement        measured at a position of interest relative to the spring or 
support motion.  These displacements are of interest to this study. 
                       (4.4) 
       is total axial displacement of the cylindrical bar model measured from the support of 
springs.        is instantaneous or relative displacement of any point on the bar relative to the 
support (formation).       is displacement excitation function or p(t). 
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Figure 4. 4: Representation of total and instant (relative) axial displacements 
The longitudinal motion of a continuous cylindrical bar under the influence of viscous 
and Coulomb damping, and longitudinal support excitation is represented by the equation of 
motion: 
 
  
   
   
       
  
  
                      
   
   
       (4.5) 
 
  
        
   
  
  
  
        
   
   
                       (4.6) 
where      and     .  
For the case of an inclined drillstring in a deviated wellbore with inclination angle   and buoyed 
weight , the free body diagram in Figure 4.2 can be modified into Figure 4.5. The equation of 
motion in Eq. 4.6 is also modified into Eq. 4.7. 
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Figure 4. 5: Modified free body diagram for an inclined drillstring model 
 
 
        
   
  
  
  
       
   
   
                               
      (4.7) 
The normal contact force    is expressed in Appendix B as:  
 
                 
 
     (4.8) 
 
Therefore, 
 
 
   
   
  
  
  
       
   
   
     
  
  
       
    
   
          
     (4.9) 
 
                        (4.10) 
 
             (4.11) 
 
where    is the displacement of the AOT spring due to the hydraulic excitation force     and 
AOT spring rate   . The excitation force    is due to fluid pressure change       acting against 
the pump open area      pushing the springs or support (       ). Dividing Eq. 4.9 by : 
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          (4.12) 
 
The magnitude of viscous damping force is relatively small when compared to Coulomb 
(friction) damping and it can be neglected.  Thus, Eq. 4.12 can be simplified to:  
   
   
 
 
 
   
   
     
  
  
  
  
 
  
   
   
           (4.13) 
 
 A closed-form solution of Eq. 4.12 is difficult to derive analytically due to the 
nonlinearity of the equation.  Notwithstanding, Eq. 4.13 can be solved analytically by linearizing 
the equation with the equivalent viscous damping coefficient    , where the quantity of energy 
dissipated per cycle with Coulomb damping is equated to the quantity of energy dissipated per 
cycle with an equivalent viscous damper. Although Coulomb (friction) damping is the dominant 
damping mechanism in this model, as applied in several vibration studies (Bandstra, 1983; Rao, 
2007; Rao, 2011; Shor et al., 2015), the equivalent viscous damping force can be used as an 
approximation. This procedure is sufficiently accurate when the magnitude of Coulomb damping 
(friction) force is less than the equivalent excitation force.  As the equivalent excitation force 
increases, the effect of Coulomb damping on axial oscillations reduces.  The details of the 
concept of equivalent viscous damping are presented in Appendix A. Hence: 
 
    
   
     
    
     
     
       (4.14) 
where    is the product of   and    . Therefore, Eq. 4.9 can be rewritten as: 
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From the geometry of the continuous cylindrical bar model in Figure 4.2, boundary conditions 
are depicted in Figure 4.6 as:  At    , 
  
  
  
            (4.16) 
At    ,  
  
  
  
                   (4.17) 
where     is the stiffness of the drillstring components at the boundary of the model in Figure 
4.2. 
 
Figure 4. 6: Boundary conditions for displacement excitation model 
 
4.1.3. Frequency Solution of Equation of Motion and Natural Frequencies 
The equation of motion of free vibrations of the continuous cylindrical bar model is 
obtained by substituting  
   
   
            in Eq. 4.15. Gravitational force does not influence 
the natural frequency, but rather offsets the equilibrium position at which the drillstring will 
oscillate. Therefore: 
 
   
   
 
   
 
  
  
 
 
 
   
   
     (4.18) 
 
Eq. 4.18 is a boundary value problem (BVP) expressed as: 
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       for            (4.19) 
where        is the velocity of sound in steel. 
                (4.20) 
 
                        (4.21) 
Using the method of separation of variables (Strauss, 2008; Rao, 2007), the solution of        is 
assumed to be of the form:                 ; and subsequently      
        
  ;    
            . Eq. 4.19 becomes: 
 
                     (4.22) 
 
Dividing Eq. 4.22 by –   yields  
   
 
 
   
 
    
   
 
 and further simplification results 
in   
   
 
   
       
 
   . The constant   is called Eigenvalue.     and     (  is the 
frequency of excitation). Therefore,   
   
 
    
 
    
  
  
       (4.23) 
 
The general solution of Eq. 4.23 is expressed as: 
 
         
 
 
      
 
 
     (4.24) 
 
       
 
 
    
 
 
  
 
 
    
 
 
    (4.25) 
where   and   are arbitrary constants.  From the boundary condition at    , 
               (4.26) 
              (4.27) 
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           (4.28) 
 
 
 
      
 
 
          (4.29) 
        (4.30) 
 
From the boundary condition at    , 
                       (4.31) 
                     (4.32) 
    
 
 
    
 
 
            
 
 
    (4.33) 
   
  
 
 
    
   
    (4.34) 
                 (4.35a) 
where:        and    
  
 
 (stiffness of the bar).  Eq. 4.25 is the frequency equation in the 
form of a transcendental equation with a multiple number of roots. For the  th root, Eq. 4.35a can 
be expressed as: 
              ,                 (4.35b) 
With          or         , the mode shapes corresponding to the natural frequencies    
can be expressed as: 
           
  
 
                            (4.36) 
4.2. A solution of Linear Wave Equation 
The equation of motion governing periodic displacement or support excitation of a 
cylindrical bar model subjected to damping (equivalent viscous damping) and longitudinal 
support excitation (Figure 4.2) is expressed in Eq. 4.14 with initial conditions:          and 
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       .  The Eigenfunction Superposition Method is used to obtain the steady-state 
solution (Leissa and Qatu, 2011). The periodic harmonic equivalent loading induced by the 
support or spring motion   
   
   
  and the gravitational component         in the modified 
equation of motion (Eq. 4.15) are expanded with Fourier cosine series: 
 
 
   
   
               
 
      
  
 
    (4.37) 
 
The equivalent loading due to support excitation and gravitational component are assumed to 
contain components which have a similar shape as an Eigenfunction of the free damped vibration 
case and each has the possibility of independently varying with time. 
 
      
 
 
   
   
   
            
  
 
   
 
 
   (4.38) 
 
      is the Fourier coefficient representing the magnitude of each component of the equivalent 
loading. 
 
      
 
 
                       
  
 
   
 
 
   (4.39) 
 
The hydraulic force    is generated from fluid pressure difference,    acting on the pump open 
area    pushing the springs or support. That is,        . Thus: 
 
      
            
   
    
  
 
   
 
 
 
        
 
    
  
 
   
 
 
 (4.40) 
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The form of Eq. 4.15 is assumed as: 
              
 
      
  
 
     (4.43) 
where        is the time-dependent solution due to longitudinal support motion. 
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    (4.47) 
Substituting   ,    ,    and     and  
   
    
         into Eq. 4.15: 
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                        (4.50) 
where    ,     and   terms expressed in the following equations: 
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    (4.53) 
The right-hand side of Eq. 4.50 can be interpreted as an excitation (acceleration) parameter with 
an amplitude of      and a shift in the initial location of the spring (    in Figure 4.2) due to 
gravity effect from zero by      in the negative direction (Figure 4.7).  
 
Figure 4. 7: Shift in initial location of the spring due to gravity effect 
 
The amplitude of the excitation parameter is of interest to this study, therefore Eq. 4.50 can be 
rewritten as: 
   
          
       
                    (4.54) 
The particular solution of Eq. 4.54 is assumed to be of the form: 
                          (4.55) 
The constants    and    can be expressed as: 
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     (4.57) 
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The particular solution        in Eq. 4.54 can also be expressed in terms of an amplitude     and a 
phase angle    : 
                         (4.58) 
       
    
 
     (4.59) 
       
  
  
     (4.60) 
The total steady-state motion of the bar subjected to damping and longitudinal harmonic 
support motion can be expressed as: 
       
    
  
             
 
      
  
 
    (4.61) 
or 
       
    
  
                        
 
      
  
 
    (4.62) 
or 
       
    
  
                     
 
      
  
 
    (4.63) 
 
The 1st mode shape or first natural frequency is considered and used in this study (i.e. only 
    is considered. The full modal solution (from         ) is beyond this study.  
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Chapter 5: Numerical Calculations and Discussion of Results 
5.1. Numerical Procedure  
The numerical procedure used in calculating instant (or relative) and total axial displacements of 
the axial oscillation-supported drillstring using the model developed in this study is described 
here. The flowchart of the numerical procedure is also displayed in Figure 5.1. 
 
1. Input cross-sectional area of drillstring  , modulus of elasticity  , the speed of sound in 
steel  , boundary stiffness     and length of drillstring in consideration  .    
2. Calculate the natural frequency    from Eq. 4.35b. 
3. Input pressure differential within AOT, pump open area   , excitation frequency   and 
AOT spring rate   .   
4. Calculate the excitation parameter      from Eq. 4.51. 
5. Input density of steel  , mud density   , friction factor  , the acceleration due to gravity 
 , maximum spring displacement   and well survey data. 
6. Calculate the equivalent viscous damping parameter   from Eq. 4.53. 
7. Calculate constants   , and    using Eq. 4.56 and Eq. 4.57 respectively. 
8. Output time-dependent solution using Eq. 4.58. 
9. Output instant (or relative) displacement        from Eq. 4.43. 
10.  Output total displacement        from Eq. 4.63. 
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Figure 5. 1: Flowchart of the numerical procedure 
5.2. Model Validation Using Current Experimental Data  
The axial or longitudinal response equation derived in Chapter 4 will be used to calculate 
displacement and accelerations of axial oscillation-supported drillstrings and validated with data 
obtained from experimental testing.  
5.2.1. Input Parameters for AOT-1 
The input parameters for AOT-1 were obtained from the experimental test presented in 
Chapter 3 and presented in Table 5.1. 
Table 5. 1: Input parameters for experimental testing of AOT-1 
Parameters Values Units 
Length,   7 ft 
Average Outer Diameter,    6.50 in. 
Average Inner Diameter,    2.81 in. 
Stiffness of pipe fittings,     100,000 lbf/in 
Modulus of Elasticity,   200 GPa 
Density of Steel,   0.284 lbs/in3 
Excitation or operating frequency   11-19 Hz 
AOT Pressure Drop,    90-150 psi 
AOT Spring Rate,    2,235-3,353 lbf/in 
Pump open area,    12 in
2
 
Input A, E, B, kf1, L 
Calculate ωn using Eq. 4.35b
Input ΔP, Ap, ω, ks
Calculate excitation 
parameter using Eq. 4.51
Input ρ, ρm, µ, g, X 
and survey data 
Output u(x,t) 
using Eq. 4.63
Calculate Dn andEn  using Eqs.
4.56 and 4.57
Output time dependent 
solutions using Eqs 4.58
Output v(x,t) 
using Eq. 4.43
Calculate β using Eq. 4.53
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5.2.2. Natural Frequencies 
The natural frequencies of the axial oscillation-supported drilling system can be 
calculated from the  th root of Eq. 4.35b which is expressed as: 
               ,                  
    
   
  
 
 
             
    
              
   
  
 
             
              
        
Therefore, find    where               .  The first 3 roots of Eq. 4.35b for stiffness ratio 
              are given in Table 5.2. 
Table 5. 2: First 3 natural frequencies for               (AOT-1) 
     (radians) 
Natural frequency 
(rad/s) 
Natural frequency (Hz) 
1 0.1068 237.79 37.84 
2 3.1453 7,055.94 1,122.99 
3 6.2851 14,099.63 2,244.03 
 
   
 
 
  
       
     
              
   
   
 
 
              
    
               
                       
                         
  
 
      
  
         
The mode shapes corresponding to the natural frequencies    with the spring end 
boundary condition in Figure 4.2 can be expressed as: 
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The mode shapes are shown in Figure 5.2 to Figure 5.4. 
 
Figure 5. 2: 1st mode shape for AOT-1 
 
Figure 5. 3: 2nd mode shape for AOT-1 
 
Figure 5. 4: 3rd mode shape for AOT-1 
The mode shapes of uphole longitudinal oscillations are a transverse representation of the 
longitudinal motion of points or positions on the continuous cylindrical bar.  The motion of 
points towards the left or tensile response is represented as a positive value on the mode shape 
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while the motion of points toward the right or compressive response is represented as a negative 
value on the mode shape.  Figure 5.2 shows one tensile region when operating at the 1
st
 natural 
frequency but the displacement reduces as length increased.  Figure 5.3 shows one tensile region 
and one compressive region per half cycle when operating at the 2
nd
 natural frequency.  Figure 
5.4 shows two tensile regions and one compressive region per cycle when operating at the 3
rd
 
natural frequency. 
5.2.3. Axial Displacement  
From the experimental test data of AOT-1, four data points were collected.  The first two 
data points displayed in Table 5.3 were obtained using the 2x2 spring stacking and the next two 
data points shown in Table 5.4 were obtained using the 3x3 spring stacking.  Figure 5.5 shows 
the model versus test results using the data in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. 
Table 5. 3: Test and model data for AOT-1 with 2x2 stacking 
2X2 Spring Stacking 
Flow 
rate 
(gpm) 
Pressure 
drop 
(psi) 
Operating 
frequency 
(Hz) 
AOT 
spring 
rate 
(lbf/in) 
Test 
maximum 
displacement 
(in) 
Test 
minimum 
displacement 
(in) 
Model 
maximum 
amplitude 
(in) 
200 110 11 2,235 0.598 0.468 0.643 
400 150 19 2,235 1.343 1.125 1.251 
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Table 5. 4: Test and model data for AOT-1 with 3x3 stacking 
3X3 Spring Stacking 
Flow 
rate 
(gpm) 
Pressure 
drop 
(psi) 
Operating 
frequency 
(Hz) 
AOT 
spring 
rate 
(lbf/in) 
Test 
maximum 
displacement 
(in) 
Test 
minimum 
displacement 
(in) 
Model 
maximum 
amplitude 
(in) 
200 90 11 3,353 0.457 0.250 0.429 
400 95 19 3,353 0.625 0.443 0.520 
 
 
(a) 2x2 stacking at 200 gpm 
 
 
(b) 2x2 stacking at 400 gpm 
 
(c) 3x3 stacking at 200 gpm 
 
 
(d) 3x3 stacking at 400 gpm 
Figure 5. 5: Model versus test data for AOT-1 
The model predictions and test measurements presented in Figure 5.5 show increase in 
axial displacement as the flow rate (or frequency) increases.  This shows that the flow rate is a 
critical parameter because it influences pressure drop across AOT and operating frequency.  
Theoretically, the oscillating response of output axial displacement should have the same 
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frequency as the pressure pulse.  However, the slight variation in the frequency of actual input 
pressure (Figure 3.6) and theoretical (modeled) displacement frequency is due to noise effects.  
This effect is also the cause of variation between measured and modeled axial displacements.  
Increasing the spring rate of the AOT's oscillation section results in a decrease in axial 
displacement for a constant flow rate and valve configuration.  The decrease in axial 
displacement is due to the reduction in pressure drop (Figure 3.6), which is the result of reduced 
hydraulic resistance within the test tool. 
5.3. Model Validation Using Published Experimental Data  
The axial or longitudinal response equation derived in chapter 4 will be used to calculate 
displacement and accelerations of axial oscillation-supported drillstrings and validated with 
published experimental data.  
5.3.1. Input Parameters for AOT-2 
The model input parameters for AOT-2 (Table 5.5) were obtained from the experimental 
data published by Martinez et al., 2013.  
Table 5. 5: Input parameters for experimental testing of AOT-2 
Parameters Values Units 
Length,   7 ft 
Average Outer Diameter,    6.50 in. 
Average Inner Diameter,    2.81 in. 
Stiffness of pipe fittings,     100,000 lbf/in 
Modulus of Elasticity,   200 GPa 
Density of Steel,   0.284 lbs/in3 
Excitation or operating frequency   9.5-19 Hz 
AOT Pressure Drop,    280-900 psi 
AOT Spring Rate,    35,000 lbf/in 
Pump open area,    15.9 in
2 
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5.3.2. Axial Displacement for AOT-2 
A linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) was used to record the average 
displacement of the mandrel of AOT-2.  The displacement excitation model was used to predict 
the amplitude of oscillations and compared results to the average displacement data from the 
functional test of AOT-2, and presented in Table 5.6 and Figure 5.6.  The graph presented in 
Figure 5.6 represents the performance or characteristic curves for an axial oscillation tool plotted 
for specific mud weight, valve sizing, and spring stiffness.  It is recommended that drilling 
engineers request for these performance curve from AOT suppliers or service companies for 
managing expectations. As expected, Figure 5.8 shows that as flow rate increases (which 
increases operating frequency), pressure drop and axial displacement are both increased. The 
deviation of model amplitude from test displacement increased from 5.6% to 22% as flow rate 
and pressure drop increased, but starts to reduce at higher flow rates and pressure drops.  The 
average deviation is approximately 14.5%, that is, the predicted displacement by the model on 
average is approximately 14.5% less than the test displacement. These deviations could be 
ascribed to the coupled motion of the axial oscillation tool or overestimation of the boundary 
stiffness. 
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Table 5. 6: Test and model data for AOT-2 
Flow 
rate 
(gpm) 
Frequency 
(Hz) 
Pressure 
Drop (psi) 
Test (Average 
Displacement) 
(in) 
Model 
Amplitude 
(in) 
Deviation 
(%) 
250 9.5 280 0.16 0.151 5.6 
300 11.4 380 0.24 0.209 12.9 
350 13.3 540 0.40 0.324 19 
400 15.2 660 0.54 0.421 22 
450 17.1 780 0.64 0.545 14.8 
500 19 900 0.80 0.697 12.9 
 
 
Figure 5. 6: Model versus test data for AOT-2 
5.3.3. Input Parameters for AOT-3 
The input parameters for the model evaluation on AOT-3 was obtained from to the 
experimental and analytical data from testing an "hydro-oscillator tool" as presented in the study 
of Tian et al. (2016) and shown in Table 5.7. 
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Table 5. 7: Input parameters for experimental testing of AOT-3 
Parameters Values Units 
Length,   15.5 ft 
Average Outer Diameter,    4.50 in. 
Average Inner Diameter,    2.81 in. 
Stiffness of pipe fittings,     100,000 lbf/in 
Modulus of Elasticity,   210 GPa 
Density of Steel,   0.284 lbs/in3 
Excitation or operating frequency   6.07 Hz 
AOT Pressure Drop,    464 psi 
AOT Spring Rate,    25,696 lbf/in 
Pump open area,    10 in
2
 
 
5.3.4. Axial Displacement and Acceleration for AOT-3 
The amplitude of the support excitation model applied to AOT-3 was compared to the 
amplitude obtained from the analytical model and experimental testing published in the study of 
Tian et al. (2016).  The comparison is presented in Table 5.8. 
Table 5. 8: Axial displacement results for AOT-3 
Model amplitude  
Amplitude from analytical 
model (Tian et al., 2016) 
Amplitude from experiment  
(Tian et al., 2016) 
0.1686 in 0.1457 in 0.1575 in 
 
The amplitude of acceleration can be calculated from: 
                                                            
The magnitude of accelerations from axial oscillation tools can be expressed in m/s
2
 or in g's (1 g 
= 9.8 m/s
2
).  Table 5.9 presents the acceleration amplitude from this model of this study 
compared to the analytical and experimental data presented by Tian et al. (2016).  
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Table 5. 9: Acceleration results for AOT-3 
Model 
amplitude 
Amplitude from analytical model 
(Tian et al., 2016) 
Amplitude from experimental model 
(Tian et al., 2016) 
2.54 g 2.24 g 2.24 g 
 
Graphically, Figure 5.7 shows the comparison of the maximum axial displacement and 
acceleration measurements with modeled data of the current and existing models.  Predictions of 
the axial displacements by the current model is approximately 7% above the measured 
displacements by Tian et al. (2016) while the predicted axial accelerations by the current model 
is approximately 13% above the measured accelerations. The difference in measured and 
predicted values of axial displacements and accelerations can be related to experimental 
conditions and structural damping of generated oscillations. 
 
Figure 5. 7: Comparison of model predictions with measurements for of AOT-3 
5.4. Parametric Study 
The axial or longitudinal response equations derived in Chapter 4 is used to perform a 
parametric study in a horizontal well to examine the influence of pressure drop, flow rate, 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Model (Tian et al.) Experiment Model (Current) 
Displacement (mm) Acceleration (m/s^2)x10 
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friction factors and distance from the axial oscillation tool on the amplitude of axial oscillations.  
Simulations are performed on a drillstring excited by axial oscillation tool in two sections of the 
horizontal well (tangent and lateral section).  
5.4.1. Input Parameters  
The BHA and input parameters of the axial oscillation tool used for the parametric study 
are displayed in Table 5.10 and Table 5.11 respectively.  
Table 5. 10: BHA used for parametric study 
 
OD 
(in) ID (in) 
Length 
(ft) 
Length 
(m) 
Cumulative 
Length (ft) 
Cumulative 
Length (m) 
Bit 8.5 2.25 0.85 0.26 0.85 0.26 
Motor 6.75 4.75 25.3 7.71 26.15 7.97 
Float Sub 6.75 2.75 3.15 0.96 29.3 8.93 
UBHO 6.75 3.1 3 0.91 32.3 9.85 
2 x NMDC 6.625 3.25 60 18.29 92.3 28.13 
Flex Joint 6.75 3 7 2.13 99.3 30.27 
Crossover Sub 6.75 3 3 0.91 102.3 31.18 
81 x Drillpipe 5 4.276 2400 731.52 2502.3 762.70 
AOT 6.75 2.81 14 4.27 2516.3 766.97 
DP to Surface 5 4.276 10696 3260.14 13212.3 4027.10 
 
 
Table 5. 11: Input parameters for parametric study of AOT 
Parameters Values Units 
Length,   1,500 ft 
Average Outer Diameter,    6.5 in. 
Average Inner Diameter,    2.81 in. 
Stiffness of pipe fittings,     150,000 lbf/in 
Modulus of Elasticity,   210 GPa 
Density of Steel,   0.284 lbs/in3 
Mud density,    9 ppg 
Excitation or operating frequency   9.5-13.3 Hz 
AOT Pressure Drop,    280-540 psi 
AOT Spring Rate,    35,000 lbf/in 
Pump open area,    15.9 in
2
 
 
The operating regions of the axial oscillation tool are provided in Table 5.12. 
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Table 5. 12: Operating regions for a parametric study of AOT-1 (Martinez et al. ,2013) 
Flow rate (gpm) Frequency (Hz) Pressure Drop (psi) 
250 9.5 280 
300 11.4 380 
350 13.3 540 
 
Figure 5.8 displays the well profile of the horizontal well used for the parametric study. 
 
Figure 5. 8: Well profile used for parametric study 
5.4.2. Natural Frequencies 
The natural frequencies of the axial oscillation-supported drilling system can be 
calculated from the  th root of Eq. 4.22 which is expressed as: 
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Tangent 
Inclination = 
45 deg 
Lateral 
Inclination = 
90 deg 
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Therefore, find    where              
   
 
 
  
       
     
              
   
   
 
 
               
      
              
                       
                         
  
 
      
  
        
The first 5 roots of Eq.4.35b for stiffness ratio             are given in Table 5.13. 
Table 5. 13: First 5 natural frequencies for             
     (radians) 
Natural frequency 
(rad/s) 
Natural frequency (Hz) 
1 1.3673 15.46 2.64 
2 4.4453 49.78 7.92 
3 7.4299 83.22 13.24 
4 10.4300 116.82 18.59 
5 13.4460 150.60 23.97 
 
5.4.3. Axial Displacement 
Vertical Section 
The axial oscillation-supported drillstring in the vertical section of the well trajectory is 
shown in Figure 5.9. The plot of axial displacement responses of the drillstring at different AOT 
operating parameters with varying distance from the axial oscillation tool are shown in Figures 
5.10, 5.11 and 5.12.   
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Figure 5. 9: Axial oscillation-supported drillstring in the vertical section 
 
Figure 5. 10: Predicted relative axial displacements at 250 gpm, 9.5 Hz and 280 psi in the vertical 
section 
 
 
Figure 5. 11: Predicted relative axial displacements at 300 gpm, 11.4 Hz and 380 psi in the vertical 
section 
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Figure 5. 12: Predicted relative axial displacements at 350 gpm, 13.3 Hz and 540 psi in the vertical 
section 
 
 Model predictions show axial displacement of the drillstring increases as the flow 
rate (frequency) and pressure drop within the AOT are simultaneously increased in the vertical 
section of the well trajectory. The effects of damping from Coulomb friction is negligible in the 
vertical section because the weight of the drillstring is not in contact with the wellbore, assuming 
the drillstring is centered in the wellbore. This observation is supported with the decrease in the 
equivalent viscous damping parameter   defined in Eq. 4.53 as wellbore inclination decreases..  
 
Tangent Section 
The axial oscillation-supported drillstring in the tangent section of the well trajectory is 
shown in Figure 5.13. The axial displacement responses of the drillstring at different values of 
friction factors with varying distance from the axial oscillation tool are shown in Figure 5.14.   
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Figure 5. 13: Axial oscillation-supported drillstring in the tangent section 
(a) (b) 
 
 
(c) (d) 
Figure 5. 14: Predicted relative axial displacements at 250 gpm, 9.5 Hz and 280 psi 
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As anticipated, the magnitude of the axial displacement of the drillstring decreases with 
distance from AOT.  The decrease in the magnitude of axial displacement is primarily due to the 
loss of vibrational energy along the length of the drillstring.  In addition, the magnitude of axial 
displacement decreased with increasing friction factor.  An important observation from plots is 
the reduced effect of friction factor on axial displacement (Figures 5.15 and 5.16) as pressure 
drop and operating flow rates (frequencies) are simultaneously increased.  An increase in both 
pressure drop and frequency increases the excitation parameter in Eq. 4.39 and increases the 
vibrating force and energy.  It should be noted that AOTs have the excitation frequencies 
increase alongside with pressure drop; therefore, as the system energy increases with frequency, 
the effect of Coulomb damping on the axial displacement of drillstring diminishes. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 5. 15: Predicted relative axial displacements at 300 gpm, 11.4 Hz and 380 psi  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 5. 16: Predicted relative axial displacements at 350 gpm, 13.3 Hz and 540 psi 
Lateral Section 
The axial oscillation-supported drillstring in the tangent section of the well trajectory is 
shown in Figure 5.17. 
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Figure 5. 17: Axial oscillation-supported drillstring in the lateral section 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 5. 18: Predicted relative axial displacements at 250 gpm, 9.5 Hz and 280 psi 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 5. 19: Predicted relative axial displacements at 300 gpm, 11.4 Hz and 380 psi 
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(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 5. 20: Predicted relative axial displacements at 350 gpm, 13.3 Hz and 540 psi 
The calculated amplitudes of axial displacement in the lateral section of the horizontal 
well are plotted in Figures 5.18 to 5.20. Similar to the response in the tangent section, the 
magnitude of the axial displacement of the drillstring decreases with distance from AOT.  Also, 
the magnitude of axial displacement decreased with increasing friction factor. As pressure drop 
and frequency increases simultaneously, the damping effect of friction on the axial displacement 
of drillstring diminishes. The plots in Figures 5.18 to 5.20 show the effect of an increase in 
wellbore inclination (90 degrees) on the axial displacement when compared to the plots in 
Figures 5.14 and 5.16 (at 45 degrees). Increasing the wellbore inclination dampens the axial 
displacement due to an increase in the normal contact load contributing to the Coulomb damping 
force and increase in the equivalent viscous damping parameter in Eq. 4.53 as wellbore 
inclination increases. Figures 5.21 to 5.23 compare the amplitudes of axial displacement in the 
tangent and lateral sections at 0 ft, 500 ft and 1,000 ft from the AOT towards the surface, with 
friction factors of 0, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. These plots show that axial displacements or dynamic 
response of axial oscillation-supported drillstrings are significantly damped by Coulomb friction 
at low operating regions of the AOT. 
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Figure 5. 21: Amplitudes of relative axial displacement at 250 gpm, 9.5 Hz and 280 psi 
 
  
Figure 5. 22: Amplitudes of relative axial displacement at 300 gpm, 11.4 Hz and 380 psi 
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Figure 5. 23: Amplitudes of relative axial displacement at 350 gpm, 13.3 Hz and 540 psi 
 
5.5. Downhole Data Matching 
The displacement excitation model can also be used in downhole data matching when 
some of the data required are known.  In matching, unknown input data will be assumed in order 
to obtain predicted displacements or accelerations that match downhole measurements. 
5.5.1. Downhole Acceleration Matching 
The data used for downhole acceleration matching was provided by Jones et al. (2016).  
The data provided are that of the bottomhole assembly (Table 5.17) and downhole accelerations 
(Figure 5.21).   
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Table 5. 14: BHA used for downhole acceleration matching 
 
 
Figure 5. 24: Downhole acceleration data 
The following data were not provided in the study of Jones et al. (2016): input parameters 
of the axial oscillation tool (AOT), mud density and well survey.  Input parameters of AOT are 
assumed based on a comparable 6.75 inches AOT operating at the given frequency of 8 Hz. 
Table 5.18 shows the assumed input parameters of AOT.  Since well trajectory is not provided, 
it is assumed that the downhole acceleration matching is performed on a horizontal drillstring in 
the lateral section. 
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Table 5. 15: Input parameters of AOT for downhole acceleration matching 
Parameters Values Units 
Length,   1,500 ft 
Average Outer Diameter,    6.75 in. 
Average Inner Diameter,    2.81 in. 
Stiffness of pipe fittings,     150,000 lbf/in 
Modulus of Elasticity,   210 GPa 
Density of Steel,   0.284 lbs/in3 
Mud density 10 ppg 
Excitation or operating frequency   8 Hz 
AOT Pressure Drop,    500 psi 
AOT Spring Rate,    35,000 lbf/in 
Pump open area,    14 in
2
 
 
The predicted axial displacements from the displacement excitation model at the AOT is 
0.286 inches and 475 ft away from the AOT is 0.255 inches (Figure 5.22). The discrepancies in 
matching the measured and predicted axial displacements are due to the uncertainties in assumed 
data (AOT parameters, friction factor, and wellbore trajectory) which were not provided by the 
authors of the published data.   
 
Figure 5. 25: Predicted axial displacements from downhole acceleration data 
5.5.2. Downhole Displacement Matching 
The displacement excitation model was used in estimating axial displacement in the 
lateral section of a horizontal well using the limited data provided in the study of Khan et al. 
(2019). Few of the input parameters of the AOT were provided (Table 5.19), while the rest of 
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the input parameters will be assumed to match the amplitude of axial displacement of 0.02 inches 
reported by Khan et al. (2019) in Figure 5.19. It should be noted that the displacement 
measurement device was placed directly above the AOT.  
Table 5. 16: Input parameters of AOT for downhole displacement matching 
Parameters Values Units 
Length,   1,500 ft 
Excitation or operating frequency   16 Hz 
AOT Pressure Drop,    420 psi 
Mud density 9 ppg 
 
 
Figure 5. 26: Measured axial displacement of the AOT in the lateral section (Khan et al., 2019) 
In an attempt to match the amplitude of axial displacement, the following parameters 
were varied: boundary stiffness    , pump open area   , AOT spring rate    and friction factor.  
However, the measured amplitude of axial displacement could not be closely matched. The 
assumed input parameters are shown in Table 5.20 and the predicted axial displacement is 
displayed in Figure 5.20.  Some of the assumed input data were outside the practical operational 
limits in an attempt to match the downhole measured displacements. 
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Table 5. 17: Assumed parameters of AOT for downhole displacement matching 
Parameters Values Units 
Average Outer Diameter,    6.75 in. 
Average Inner Diameter,    2.81 in. 
Stiffness of pipe fittings,     300,000 lbf/in 
Modulus of Elasticity,   210 GPa 
Density of Steel,   0.284 lbs/in3 
AOT Spring Rate,    60,000 lbf/in 
Pump open area,    12 in
2
 
Friction Factor  0.75  
 
 
Figure 5. 27: Predicted axial displacement of the AOT in the lateral section 
The large discrepancy in measured and predicted axial displacements could be due to the 
following reasons: (i) the magnitude of measured axial displacement of 0.02 in seems too low for 
the reported input pressure and frequency; and (ii) lack of sufficient data (dimensions of BHA 
and drillpipe, friction factor) were provided in the study of  Khan et al. (2019). 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations 
6.1. Conclusions 
A new mathematical model based on displacement excitation of AOTs on the drillstring 
has been developed in this study. The model is used to compute the axial displacements and 
accelerations of axial oscillation-supported drillstrings.  Data obtained from the model are 
validated with current experimental data and published measurements.  The following 
conclusions can be made from this current study: 
 The displacement or support excitation model developed in this study ensures that most 
of the input parameters are acquired from practical data without the use of arbitrary 
values (e.g. excitation force) as observed in existing models. 
 Flow rate is the most fundamental parameter in the operations of axial oscillation tools 
because it influences pressure drop, the magnitude of excitation force and frequency of 
excitation of the tools. 
 Introducing spring rate improves the accuracy of the support excitation model and helps 
optimize the axial motion of the mandrel and enhance the performance of the AOT. 
 Consistent with experimental data, predicted axial displacement increases with pressure 
drop and flow rate.  This result is a good representation of reality and a valuable output 
from the model. 
 As anticipated, the amplitude of axial displacement generated by axial oscillation tools 
(AOT) decreases along the drillstring as it moves further from the AOT due to the 
dissipation of vibrational energy. 
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 As the operating frequency increased the amplitude of axial displacement increases due 
to the corresponding increase in pressure drop.  Most of the existing models show a 
decrease in axial displacement as frequency increases because the models do not account 
for the corresponding increase in pressure drop. 
 For the same input, the model shows that increasing wellbore inclination dampens axial 
oscillations due to an increase in the normal contact load contributing to the Coulomb 
damping force.  
6.2. Recommendations 
The drilling industry has made significant progress in harnessing the benefits of axial 
oscillation tools (AOTs) in providing increased axial force transfer, freeing stuck pipes, coiled 
tubing drilling and well intervention and in the retrieval of stuck BHA components. However, 
there are still opportunities for improvements to maximize the effectiveness of AOTs and overall 
efficiency of axial oscillation-supported drillstrings. The opportunities for improvements will be 
presented in this study as needs assessment and gap analysis of axial oscillation-support drilling 
system technology, as presented in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6. 1: Needs assessment and gap analysis 
Objectives Current approach or technology Gap (Needs) 
To monitor the 
effectiveness of AOTs 
and axial oscillation-
supported drilling 
systems in real-time  
(1) Use of surface weight-on-bit (SWOB) and downhole 
weight-on-bit (DWOB) measurements to monitor 
weight transfer 
(2) Use effective tension and drag charts to measure 
friction reduction provided by AOTs in the drilling 
system 
(3) ROP improvement between subject well and offset 
well 
(4) Monitoring levels of stick-slip and torsional 
vibrations 
(5) Real-time computation of mechanical specific 
energy 
(6) Monitoring the stability of toolface control 
(7) Monitoring the drilling dynamics (axial shocks and 
vibrations) of the overall drilling system 
(1) Collaboration between MWD companies and AOT 
suppliers on embedding: 
(a) Real-time dynamic pressure transducers on AOT to 
measure the pressure drop across the AOT 
(b) Real-time strain gauges on AOT, to measure axial 
displacement and accelerations generated by the AOT 
(c) Real-time shock and vibrations measurement subs 
positioned at different positions on the axial-oscillation 
drilling system, to monitor vibration propagation in real-time 
These will enable a comparison of calibration and validations 
of dynamic models in real-time 
To achieve optimal 
placement of AOTs in 
the drillstring 
(1)  Use of torque and drag models by drilling engineers 
to place AOTs close to points with high normal contact 
loads (side forces) in the curve and lateral sections. 
(2) Use of trial and error, experience and rule of thumb 
to place agitators at a predetermined distance away from 
the bit or MWD tool, to avoid signal interference 
(1) Use of mathematical models to support placement 
analysis; predict axial displacement and accelerations based 
on drilling and operating parameters, then determine if AOT 
will be compatible with MWD. 
(2) MWD signal interference does not need to affect the 
placement of AOT, if pressure drop, frequency, and AOT 
spring rate are optimized 
To ensure stakeholders 
(AOT suppliers, 
drilling engineers, rig 
hands) understand the 
operations of AOTs 
(1)  AOT suppliers are more knowledgeable than 
drilling engineers or rig hands on the factors affecting 
the performance of AOTs. 
(1) Service companies need to properly train all stakeholders 
on operating parameters (flow rate, mud weight, spring rate, 
valve sizing) of AOT and optimization strategies, and effect 
of drilling parameters on the performance of axial oscillation-
supported drilling systems 
To improve the design 
of AOTs to achieve 
pressure drops within 
rig limits and still 
(1) AOTs with low-pressure drop requirements are 
preferable to rigs with low pump pressure capacity 
(2) Re-design of valve/orifice sizes (to reduce the 
pressure drop) 
(1) Modification of AOT power section stator-rotor fits to 
minimize the pressure drop transmitted from the valve 
section to the oscillation section (section tool)  
(2) Few AOT suppliers have field-adjustable AOTs, but more 
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Objectives Current approach or technology Gap (Needs) 
maximize dynamic 
response 
(3) Increase the pump open area 
(4) Modify AOT spring stacking to adjust the response 
of the drilling system to match pressure drop 
(5) Use of field-adjustable flow restriction to control 
AOT pressure drop 
 
 
 
suppliers need to improve on the technology 
 
To develop practical 
analytical and 
numerical models for 
predicting the dynamic 
response of AOT 
during functional 
testing and downhole 
operations 
(1) Existing models do not account for AOT spring rate 
(2) Current models have some constants of uncertainties 
or arbitrary inputs 
(3) Existing models have not been used to 
simultaneously validate both functional test and 
downhole operations 
(1) Dynamic models need to account for the effect of AOT 
spring rate on the dynamic response of axial oscillation-
supported drilling systems 
(2) Reduce uncertainties in model inputs 
(3) Dynamic models should be developed to predict the 
response of AOTs and axial oscillation-supported drilling 
systems during functional testing and downhole operations. 
(4) Service companies need to provide performance or 
characteristic curves for  AOTs plotted for specific mud 
weight, valve sizing, and spring stiffness. These curves will 
enable drilling engineers and rig operators managing 
expectations. 
To achieve AOT's 
compatibility with 
MWD and other BHA 
components 
(1) Adjust MWD operating frequency to operate away 
from AOT operating frequency 
(2) Adjust AOT flow restriction to generate a pulse with 
a frequency that is outside of MWD frequency 
bandwidth 
(3) Increase or decrease operating flow rates to avoid 
and prevent MWD signal interference 
(4) Tuning of AOTs valve/orifice size to control the 
height of pressure pulse, and minimize the shock and 
vibrations transferred from AOT to MWD a sensitive 
BHA components. 
(1) Proper planning between drilling engineers and AOT 
suppliers for: 
(a) MWD companies to have specific written standard 
operating procedures to filter MWD signals to avoid 
interference. 
(b) Field serviceable AOTs to optimize axial shocks and 
vibrations transferred to BHA components 
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Objectives Current approach or technology Gap (Needs) 
To design AOTs that 
allows passage of 
fishing or retrieval tools 
(1) Passage of fishing tools through AOT is almost 
impossible due to flow restriction of valves and stator-
rotor configurations 
(2) Safety joint is run below AOTs, because AOTs 
rarely have through-bore access for running fishing tools 
(1) There is still no efficient AOT in the market that has 
through-bore access for running fishing tools. 
To develop dynamic 
models that accurately 
account for damping 
factors 
(1) Light viscous damping is mostly used to account for 
the fluid effect on vibrations 
(2) Coulomb damping is used to account for damping 
due to frictional contact between drillstring and borehole 
(3) Equivalent viscous damping is used to account for a 
combined effect of viscous and Coulomb damping to 
simplify nonlinear models 
(1) Further damping studies are necessary to account for the 
influence of drillstring rotation, fluid circulation, fluid 
rheology, pipe geometry, excitation sources. on the damping 
function. 
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Nomenclature: 
   Cross-sectional area,   
    Amplitude,  
    Pump open area, 
  
  Velocity of sound in steel,    
  Viscous damping coefficient,      
    Equivalent viscous damping,      
   Length of differential element,  
  Young’s modulus or modulus of elasticity,      
     Amplitude of excitation force as a function of    
   Correction factor for the buoyancy force 
   Coulomb frictional force,  
   Damping force per length,     
    Normal friction force or contact load,   
    Hydraulic excitation force,   
   Acceleration due to gravity,     
   Arbitrary constant 
   Arbitrary constant 
    Stiffness of boundary condition on uphole excitation model,     
   AOT spring rate or stiffness,      
  Stiffness per length,    
   Stiffness of cylindrical bar,      
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  Length of drillstring section,   
  Mass per length,      
      Components of displacement excitation as a function of time 
     Support motion 
  Axial force,   
   Difference in axial force,   
   Fluid pressure change,      
   Fourier coefficient  
    Sign or signum function 
  Time,   
     Time dependent solution 
  Axial displacement,  
       Total axial displacement solution 
        Support excitation 
     Displacement dependent solution 
   Axial strain 
    Gradient of axial strain 
   Axial velocity,    
    Axial accelerations,   
  
       Displacement of any point in the bar relative to the support 
  Horizontal axis 
  Maximum amplitude of response excitation,  
  Vertical axis 
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       Gradient of axial force,     
       Axial strain 
         Gradient of axial strain 
      Axial velocity,    
         Axial accelerations,     
   Displacement of the spring due to hydraulic excitation force 
  Eigenvalue 
  Friction factor 
   Friction factor corrected for the buoyancy force 
  Pi = 3.14159265359 
  Density of drillstring material,        
   Mud density,     
   
  Axial stress,     
   Phase angle,         
  Operating frequency of AOT or frequency of pressure pulses,       
   Natural frequency,       
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Appendix A 
A.1. Contact Force in a Curved Wellbore Section 
The approximate values of contact force acting on a drillstring in curved sections of a 2D 
wellbore can be calculated considering two different cases: (i) dropping angle and (ii) building 
angles. For the case of dropping angle shown in Figure A.1, applying summation of forces at 
equilibrium,                              .  The following expression can be obtained, 
                       
 
     . This equation can be expanded as:         
             
 
       
 
       For small angle 
 
  , the normal force is determined 
as: 
              
 
      (A.1) 
The frictional force    is calculated as: 
          (A.2) 
                
 
       (A.3) 
where    is the normal contact load acting on the pipe,  is the weight of the pipe section,   is 
the tension acting on the pipe,   is the inclination angle measured from the vertical axis,   is the 
dogleg or change in inclination across pipe section,    is the Coulomb frictional force and   is 
the friction factor.   is the buoyed weight of the pipe section per unit length, which is defined 
as: 
                    (A.4) 
where    is the mud density and    is a correction factor for the buoyancy force. Therefore, the 
frictional force when dropping angle    is expressed as: 
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      (A.5) 
 
 
Figure A. 1: Dropping angle in a curved section 
For the case of building angle shown in Figure A.2, applying summation of normal 
forces at equilibrium,                               , the following equation can be 
developed:             
 
       
 
          .  This equation can be simplified 
for small angle     as: 
              
 
      (A.6) 
Inserting Eq. A.4 into Eq. A.6, the following expression can be obtained:  
                  
 
      (A.7) 
 
Figure A. 2: Building angle in a curved section 
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Therefore, the frictional force    when dropping angle is expressed as: 
                    
 
      (A.8) 
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Appendix B  
B.1 Equivalent Viscous Damping 
Assuming the solution or response of a one-degree-of-freedom discrete system is of the 
form (Rao, 2011): 
                  (B.1) 
where   is the maximum displacement (amplitude) of the system and   is the frequency of 
oscillation. The energy dissipated (or energy lost per cycle) in an equivalent viscous damped 
harmonically forced system is:                 
   , where       . Applying the 
change of variable method,         
           .  For one cycle of oscillation, from   
   to        ,        
            
  
  
 
.  After simplification, 
        
    
 
 
            
  
  
 
.  After evaluating the integration, the following 
relationship can be established: 
 
          
     (B.2) 
 
The Coulomb damping force,    or friction damping force dissipates          amount of 
energy over each quarter cycle. Hence, equating the total dissipative work per cycle of friction 
damping force to that of an equivalent viscous damper, as shown in Figure B1: 
             
 . 
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Figure B. 1: Graphical representation of Coulomb and equivalent damping force 
Therefore, the equivalent viscous damping coefficient for Coulomb friction is: 
 
    
   
   
 
    
   
 
    
   
    (B.3) 
 
where    is the product of   and    .    is the mass of oscillating element or body and   is the 
acceleration of gravity. Also, the friction factor is a function of mud weight, formation friction 
coefficient, mud lubricity, type stiffness, cutting bed height, key seats, stabilizer contact point, 
differential sticking, hole tortuosity, and dogleg severity. For the 2D well described in Appendix 
A with no change in inclination across the pipe section, Eq. B.3 becomes: 
 
    
           
   
 
          
   
    (B.4) 
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